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Definitions
AA – Active Authentication: Designed to prevent cloning,
this mechanism is based on public key cryptography and digital signatures. It works to ensure that genuine chips have not
been substituted by false ones and that the document has not
been copied.

EAC – Extended Access Control: Designed to combat biometric privacy risks, EAC gives conditional access rights to
biometric fingerprint data stored in the latest generation of
ePassports. It is based on a symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic scheme. According to the ICAO’s overview of EAC
in the EU, the EU EAC consists of two advanced security
mechanisms: Chip Authentication, which provides strong session encryption and enables the inspection system to verify
that the chip is genuine; and Terminal Authentication, which
enables the chip to verify the inspection system is entitled to
access sensitive data.

AFIS – Automated Fingerprint Identification System: A
process of automatically matching one or many unknown fingerprints against a database of known and unknown prints.
API – Application Program Interface: This is a source code
interface that a computer application, operating system or
library provides to support requests for services to be made of
it by a computer program.

EAL – Evaluation Assurance Level: This is used in Common
Criteria certification and is ranked from 1 – 7, with 7 being
the highest level of security. Chips for smart cards and travel
documents are usually tested at EAL5 and EAL5+.

BAC – Basic Access Control: A mechanism to prevent skimming and eavesdropping, BAC ensures only authorized individuals can access the personal information stored on the chip
of an ePassport. This is based on triple DES recommendations, and uses data such as the passport number and expiration date as well as the holder’s date of birth to create a session
key, which is used to encrypt the communication between the
ePassport chip and the reader. Data used to encrypt BAC communication is stored electronically in the document’s machinereadable zone (MRZ). Access to this zone requires the ePassport booklet to be opened and the MRZ to be read. Therefore
it is assumed that only those who the document holder has
permitted to read the passport have access to it.

eBusiness : A means by which companies can sell and interact
with their clients without being physically present.
eCard: A card containing a contact-based, contactless or dual
interface chip. This card could be used to access eGovernment
or eBusiness services.
ECC – EU Citizen Card: A citizen card that is being developed for use throughout the European Union (EU).
eCitizenship: A means by which citizens can access their entitlements – such as voting and communicating with authorities
– via the digital world.

BSI – Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik:
Also known as the Federal Office for Information Security,
the BSI is the central IT security service provider for the
German government.

eGovernment: A means by which local and national governments provide services and communicate with their citizens.

Biometric: Measurable, distinct physical characteristics or
personal traits that can be used to recognize the identity or
verify the claimed identity of an enrolled person.

EEPROM – Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory: A non-volatile chip used to store volatile configuration data.

CA – Certification Authority : An entity which issues digital certificates for use by other parties. This is an example of a
trusted third party.
CC – Common Criteria: This is an international standard
conforming to ISO/IEC 15408 for IT security.

EER – Equal Error Rate: At some point, the score of a biometric’s False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection
Rate (FRR) will intersect. At this point, the FAR and the FRR
will be identical, and this is known as the Equal Error Rate.
The EER gives a threshold independent performance measure.
And the lower the EER, the better the system’s performance.

CEN: Comité Européen de Normalisation (European
Committee for Standardization).

eGovernment: A means by which governments interact with
their citizens via the digital world.

Conformity: The process by which a smart card or an eID
document can be tested to ensure it meets recognized standards.

eID – electronic ID: An ID token that uses chip technology,
such as a card or a passport.
eResidence permit: A chip-based document granted to a
third-country national who has permission to reside within a
state for a set period.

Contact-based card: A card that operates through physical
contact with the card reader. This is achieved through electrical contacts on the surface of the card. The card adheres to
ISO 7816.

ePassport – electronic passport: A travel document with a
contactless chip and an antenna embedded in it.

Contactless card: A card that can be read from a distance,
rather than having to be inserted into, or swiped through, a
card reader. The card adheres to ISO 14443.

EU – European Union: A political and economic union of
27 European states. It issues directives and recommendations
governing aspects of European life, including border control
and security.

Dual interface card: A card that combines both contact and
contactless interfaces on a single card.
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• Level two authentication includes aspects such as microprinting, which are recognizable with the aid of simple tools.

FAR – False Acceptance Rate : False acceptance refers to the
acceptance of an imposter into a system being protected by a
biometric device. The False Acceptance Rate (FAR) refers to
the probability – expressed as a percentage – of a device failing
to reject an imposter.

• Level three authentication is the highest level and includes
the chip inlay, which consists of the chip, the chip module and
the antenna. This can be integrated in the cover, holder or middle page. ePassports use contactless technology solely. Secure
communication between the ePassport and the reader system is
achieved via a series of processes such as Active Authentication
(AA), Basic Access Control (BAC) and Extended Access
Control (EAC).

FRR – False Rejection Rate : A false rejection is the rejection of a legitimate user from the system being protected by a
biometric device. The False Rejection Rate (FRR) refers to the
probability – expressed as a percentage – of a device failing to
accept a legitimate user.

Identification: Biometric systems identify an individual’s template against a database of many templates in a process known
as 1:n matching.

Form factor: The physical size and shape of a device. Smart
card technology has traditionally been applied to credit cardsized cards known as ID1 format. However, it is now being
implemented in other form factors such as booklets (ePassports – or ID3 formats), watches and wristbands.

IEC – International Electrotechnical Commission: The
international standards and conformity assessment body for
all fields of electrotechnology.

Frequent Traveler Program: Also known as a Registered
Traveler Program (RTP), this provides expedited security
screening for passengers who volunteer to go through a security threat assessment in order to confirm they do not pose, or
are not suspected of posing, a threat to transport or national
security. Such schemes often use biometric technology to aid
throughput.

Image: The way in which a biometric may be stored in a card
or on a system.
Interoperability: The way cards and devices issued by different manufacturers can connect so data can be captured in
a uniform fashion and homogenized methods of security can
be achieved.

GCC – Gulf Cooperation Council: A cooperation council for
the Arab states of the Gulf region.

ISO – International Organization for Standardization: An
international standards-setting body composed of representatives from various national standards bodies.

HSPD12 – Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12:
A US policy for a common identification standard for federal
employees and contractors.

JPEG – Joint Photographic Experts Group: A commonly
used method of compressing the size of photographic images.

IAFIS – Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification
System: The US national fingerprint automated fingerprint
identification and criminal history system maintained by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

JPEG 2000: An image coding system that uses state-of-the art
compression techniques based on wavelet technology.
KB – Kilobyte: Liveness detection: A method of ensuring
that a live biometric is being presented to a system. This may
include sensing temperature, detecting a pulse, pulse oximetry
or electrical conductivity.

IAS – Identification, Authentication and Signature: The
function for which eCards are frequently used in the eGovernment and eBusiness worlds.
ICAO – International Civil Aviation Organization: The
international organization driven by the United Nations
(UN), representing at least 189 nations, and promoting understanding and security through cooperative regulation. It is
behind Doc 9303 – a series of specifications for machine-readable passports and ePassports.

Middleware: Computer software that connects software components or applications.
MOC – Match on Card: Biometric template storage and
matching takes place on the card.

ID1 format: This format, which conforms to ISO 7810, is the
most common form factor for cards worldwide and is often
referred to as ‘credit card-sized’ (53.98mm x 85.60mm).

MOS – Match on System: Biometric data is stored and
matched on a central server and indexed to a cardholderunique identifier for matching against the live biometric.

ID2 format: This format is used for visas. It is also used for
national ID cards in France and Germany. For the time being
no chip technology is used in the ID2 format.

MRP – Machine Readable Passport: Key components of the
MRP are the holder’s identification details, including a photograph or digital image and a two-line Machine-Readable Zone
(MRZ).

ID3 format: This is the form factor applied to ePassport booklets. The standard size of these documents is 125mm x 88 mm
and they include three levels of authentication:

MRTD – Machine Readable Travel Document.
NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology:
The US federal technology agency that develops and promotes
measurement, standards and technology.

• Level one authentication includes features recognizable by
human senses – such as touch or sight – without the need for
any specialist tools to read them.
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OS – Operating System: The software that manages the sharing
of the resources on a computer.

SSL – Secure Socket Layer: A cryptographic protocol that
provides secure communications over the Internet for data
transfers.

PA – Passive Authentication: A process designed to combat
data alteration. In this process, data is signed with a digital
signature. Although this does not prevent 1:1 copying or chip
exchange, it does provide proof that both the Logical Data
Structure (LDS) and the Document Certificate are authenticated and not modified in any way.

System integrator: An individual or company that combines
various components and programs into a system and customizes them for individual customer needs.
Template: A method of storing an individual’s biometric
details.

Personal authentication: The process by which an individual
is checked to ensure that he or she is who they claim to be.
This could take the form of a PIN, password or biometrics.

Thresholding: Scores – also known as weights – are used to
express the similarity between a pattern and a biometric template. The higher the score, the higher is the similarity between
them. Access to the system is granted only if the score is higher than a certain threshold.

Personal identification: The process by which an individual is
checked against a group of people to find out who they are.
PIV – Personal Identity Verification: In response to
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12, the NIST
Computer Security Division initiated a new program for
improving the identification and authentication of federal employees and contractors accessing federal facilities
and information systems. Federal Information Processing
Standard (FIPS) 201, entitled Personal Identity Verification of
Federal Employees and Contractors, was developed to satisfy
the requirements of HSPD12, approved by the Secretary of
Commerce, and issued on February 25, 2005.

TLS – Transport Layer Security: Like SSL, TLS is a cryptographic protocol that provides secure communications over
the Internet for data transfers.
TOC – Template on Card: Here, the biometric template is
stored on the card but data acquisition, feature extraction and
matching is carried out on the reader.
TWIC – Transportation Worker Identification Credential:
TWIC was established by the US Congress through the
Maritime Transportation Security Act (MTSA) and is administered by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
and the US Coast Guard. TWICs are tamper-resistant biometric credentials issued to all credentialed merchant mariners
and workers who require unescorted access to secure areas of
ports, vessels and outer-continental shelf facilities. It is anticipated that more than 1 million workers, including longshoremen, truckers and port employees, will be required to obtain
a TWIC.

PKI – Public Key Infrastructure: A method for authenticating a message sender or encrypting a message.
Plain image: A way of storing an individual’s biometric.
RTP – Registered Traveler Program: Also known as a
Frequent Traveler Program, this provides expedited security
screening for passengers who volunteer to go through a security threat assessment in order to confirm they do not pose, or
are not suspected of posing, a threat to transport or national
security. Such schemes often use biometric technology to aid
throughput.

Two-factor authentication: A combination of two forms of
authentication, for example, something you have (such as a
smart card) with something you are (a biometric).

Schengen: A town in Luxembourg where the EU Schengen
Agreement was initially signed by Belgium, France, Germany,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands in 1985. A total of 30 states,
including most EU nations, as well as Iceland, Norway and
Switzerland, have now signed the agreement and 15 have so
far implemented it. This agreement allows the abolition of
systematic border controls between participating countries. It
also includes provisions for common policy on the temporary
entry of individuals (including the Schengen visa), the harmonization of external border controls and cross-border police
cooperation.

USB – Universal Serial Bus: A serial bus standard to interface
devices. It allows peripherals to be connected using a single
standardized interface socket.
Verification: Biometric systems used to verify an individual
is who he or she claims to be compare the individual with a
template already stored on the system in a process known as
1:1 matching.
VWP – Visa Waiver Program: This enables nationals of 27
countries to travel to the US for tourism or business for stays
of 90 days or less without obtaining a visa.

SOC – System on Card: Using this card-based approach to
biometrics, the smart card incorporates everything: the entire
biometric sensor, the processor and the algorithm. The entire
process of biometric data acquisition, feature extraction and
matching is carried out on the card itself.

WSQ – Wavelet Scalar Quantization: The WSQ gray-scale
fingerprint image compression algorithm is the standard for
the exchange of fingerprint images within the criminal justice
community.

Spoofer: A person who attempts to attack a biometric system
using artificially created biometrics, such as an image of a
face or iris, lifted latent fingerprints, artificial fingers or voice
using high-quality digital recorders.
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BIOMETRICS

Part One
1 – ?????
– Identification/authentication

I D E N T I F I C AT I O N /
A U T H E N T I C AT I O N
USING BIOMETRICS

and, in the US, Integrated
Aut om at e d

Fi n ge r pr i nt

Identification Systems (IAFIS).
These automatically match one
or many unknown fingerprints

The question of identity is as old as humanity itself. Throughout history, the ability to identify your friends – and foes – has been essential

against a database of known
and unidentified prints and

for survival. In the past, people have relied on what they see, smell,

have typically been used by law

touch and hear to identify each other. But things are changing: while

enforcement agencies to identify

such basic methods are still used, globalization and digitalization are

criminals.

driving the international demand for more sophisticated methods of
authentication which can be carried out by devices capable of remem-

Motivation and targets

bering millions of identities. One technology that has taken a leading

Things have come a long way

role in identification over the past 10 years is biometric authentication
– the means by which a person can be uniquely identified by evaluating one or more of their distinguishing biological traits.

since the early days of AFIS
technology, with new biometric technology conforming to
the latest standards becoming

This white paper examines

official documents. In 1858 the

increasingly prevalent. Biometric

how biometric technology is

first practical application of the

technology has been used in the

finding a role in the government

science was introduced when Sir

government sector since the

sector, and looks at what is driv-

William Herschel, the English

1990s, when fingerprint, face,

ing its deployment. It also exam-

administrator in India, started

hand and iris technologies were

ines some of the key standards

getting members of the local

implemented in a fairly ad-hoc

of interest to governments and

population to place their thumb

way for applications such as

describes how biometrics are

impressions on contracts as a

access control to government

captured, stored and operated.

facilities, benefits payments,

It then draws on user experi-

way of combating forgery. And
by the end of the 19th century,

ences from around the world to

Dr Henry Faulds had discovered

and cross-border travel.

highlight the developments tak-

that fingerprints do not change

ing place.

and that fingermarks (that is,

By the start of the 21st cen-

latent prints) left on objects by

tury, biometric deployments

The fingerprint – one of the

bloody or greasy fingers could

were beginning to take off: the

most common biometrics – has

lead to the scientific identifica-

number of pilots grew while

played an important role in con-

tion of criminals. During the
20 th century, governments

many existing test implementa-

worldwide started implement-

blown live schemes worldwide.

century BC that the Chinese

ing

Fingerprint

Consequently, citizens through-

used inked fingerprints to sign

Identification Systems (AFIS),

out the developed world now

firming identity for centuries.
Evidence exists from the 3rd

Automated
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voter registration, national ID

tions were scaled up into full-
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have some understanding of the

talent available. And many citi-

add a layer of security to appli-

technology and what it does. Of

zens are able to take advantage

cations such as border control

course, there have been adverse

of a freedom of movement never

as well as improve convenience

rumors about biometrics – and

experienced before. But with

for people interacting with their

scare stories still persist in some

this surge in global activity have

governments.

quarters – but the industry

come threats, and these come

is working to ensure people

from many quarters: disgrun-

In turn, the government sector

know what the technology can

tled employees intent on caus-

has given its backing to the tech-

and can’t do. That work seems

ing chaos in their place of work;

nology and significant work is

to be paying off. In 2007, a

a rise in the number of terror-

now taking place on all fronts to

silicon.com reader poll revealed

ists supporting global and local

address issues such as standards

that nearly two-thirds (63%) of

campaigns; the proliferation of

and interoperability, scalability,

respondents would be happy to

people traffickers; and the inter-

privacy and security.

go through biometric security

national drugs trade.
A number of biometric stan-

checks at airports. And in 2008,
a poll by Greenberg Quinlan

Very much a niche technology

dards are now being applied to

Rosner Research and Public

until September 11, 2001, bio-

government programs. These

Opinion Strategies found a large

metrics were propelled into the

along with technical aspects

majority of Americans (79%)

limelight as a form of authenti-

such as data formats and data

favor incorporating a biomet-

cation that definitely had some-

size, must be considered by any

ric identifier such as a thumb-

thing to offer the new world

government before a successful

print as a method of preventing

order in the immediate after-

rollout can take place.

fraudulent use of social secu-

math of the terrorist attacks in

rity numbers and other identity

the US. Inevitably, there was an

Security and convenience

documents – tactics commonly

element of hype with pundits

The two big motivations for

used as a means of obtaining a

making unrealistic claims about

government organizations look-

job illegally.

what the technology could do

ing to deploy biometrics are the

– and this has not helped the

desire to beef up security by

Why now?

industry. But organizations such

positively identifying individu-

The knocking down of trade

as the Silicon Trust have contin-

als in a given situation while

barriers, the rise in mobile tech-

ued to encourage open debate

not unnecessarily slowing the

nology and the creation of cross-

in areas such as standards and

wheels of commerce by creat-

border agreements is opening up

security to help remove the tech-

ing queues or long waiting times

the world. Businesses now have

nology roadblocks and drive up

for individuals and businesses

the opportunity to set up shop

biometrics global usage. Thanks

requiring security clearance.

in locations that enable them to

to work taking place at an inter-

achieve economies of scale while

national level, we now have

The 2004 report from the 9/11

also capitalizing on the pool of

more robust technology that can

Commission made several secu-
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rity recommendations that have

a country, such as counterfeit

Organization (ICAO) stan-

had a major impact on how many

and altered passports and visas,

dards. The number of registered

developed economies manage

as well as flagging up those who

traveler programs using biomet-

identity. The report highlighted

have overstayed.

rics is also increasing, and work
is continuing in this area to drive

how the hijackers were able to
enter the US, move around the

At one level, getting to grips

interoperability. Other schemes

country, open bank accounts,

with unauthorized migration is

moving ahead are residence per-

obtain driver’s licenses and board

vital if a government is to clamp

mits and Schengen area visas,

airplanes – all of which involved

down on illegal working prac-

which are being deployed in the

an identity element.

tices, promote community cohe-

European Union (EU); nation-

sion and combat the growth of

al ID cards, which are being

The ease with which the indi-

the black and the grey econ-

rolled out in countries such as

viduals involved in 9/11 were

omies. At another, it is central to

Portugal, where Match-on-Card

able to enter and move about the

combating cross-bordercrimes

fingerprint authentication is

US raises fundamental questions

such as terrorism, the narcotics

used, and in Sweden, which is

about border control in every

trade and people trafficking. The

using face recognition; driver’s

country. Because of the nature

9/11 panel believes that 15 of the

licenses carrying biometrics in

of illegal immigration, getting

19 hijackers were vulnerable to

the form of fingerprints in loca-

figures on how many unauthor-

interception by border authori-

tions such as Japan; and voter

ized migrants currently live in a

ties, and analysis of travel docu-

authentication

country is virtually impossible.

ments and more effective use of

such as Costa Rica and Mexico,

In the US, depending on the

database information could have

where voters are recognized by

source, the estimated number of

uncovered some of them before

their fingerprints to help ensure

unauthorized migrants ranges

the event.

free and fair elections. Bringing

in

countries

the technology into the work-

widely from around 7 million to

ing environment, government

UK, the figure is placed at some-

Security improvement for
the eID

where around half a million.

Against this backdrop, there

being recognized by their bio-

Unauthorized migrants include

have been moves since 9/11 to

metric in locations such as the

people who have entered a coun-

improve security and increase

US where the Transportation

try using forged or stolen docu-

the integrity of travel documents

Worker Identification Credential

ments as well as those who have

as well as to implement con-

(TWIC) is starting to become a

outstayed a visa. So an identity

solidated frequent traveler pro-

reality.

management policy backed up

grams. Giant strides have been

by biometric-based technology

taken, and more than 40 coun-

With greater security checks

are key components in weed-

tries now issue biometric-based

now being required at border

ing out individuals who have

ePassports that conform with

crossings, governments are being

used evasive methods to enter

International Civil Aviation

pushed to deliver solutions that

20 million or more. And in the

9
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will improve throughput and

located outdoors where citizens

Governments must also address

boost passenger convenience.

may be wearing gloves, hats or

political concerns about storage

After all, border officials are

sunglasses? Is it robust enough

of personal data and biometrics.

only looking for a tiny percent-

to cope with the demands of an

Should the biometric be stored

age of people, and it is important

outdoor environment such as

only on the card or passport, as

that if the wheels of a country’s

dust and fluctuations in tem-

is the case with US passports?

democracy and economy are

perature? Plans also have to be

Or should it be stored in a cen-

to continue turning, travelers

in place to ensure that a solution

tral data bank, as is the case with

should not be unduly burdened

is versatile enough to cope with

some biometric visas?

at border control points – oth-

those citizens who have lost a

erwise they may choose not to

finger or an eye and are unable,

Questions about accessing data

travel at all. This means ensur-

for example, to provide a left

must also be considered. Who

ing that systems are deployed

index fingerprint or an iris print.

should have access to the data?

that enable travelers to pass

Furthermore, if a device is to be

And what will they be permitted

through border control as fast

used in an airport environment

to do with it? For example, hold-

and with as little inconvenience

where an individual may be jet-

ers of eID cards should be able to

as possible. For example, a bio-

lagged after a 20-hour flight and

use the card to verify themselves

metric solution can be used that

be struggling to carry heavy

online to chat on websites, shop

recognizes an individual’s iris or

luggage, a system that requires

on the Internet and communi-

face as they approach the border

as little interaction as possible

cate with government depart-

control point.

with the citizen may be more

ments and agencies. However,

desirable.

the card should let data enter the
Internet only if it is absolutely

Using biometrics involves adopting technology and devices that

Because the technology may

necessary for the transaction. In

citizens can comfortably and

be used by the most vulnerable

other words, an online bookshop

easily work with. While fin-

members of society – particu-

or toy store will need to take the

gerprint recognition might be

larly if it is applied to healthcare

cardholder’s address only so a

suitable for some stakeholders,

and social benefits – governments

purchase can be delivered. Other

others may have concerns about

need to consider how to make

online stores selling age-restrict-

coming into contact with devic-

devices as accessible as possible.

ed material such as films might

es that another individual has

For example, how much assis-

also require the customer’s age.

just touched. In such circum-

tance will somebody need to use

And because all the information

stances, it can be more socially

the device and is it in a position

is stored in the card, users are

acceptable to offer face or iris

where those with limited mobil-

empowered to securely access

recognition as a means of enrol-

ity can use it? In a border con-

such services.

ment in a system. Likewise, gov-

trol situation, is it easy enough

ernments need to consider where

to use by a foreign national who

Standards and testing

the device is placed. Will it be

may not speak your language?

Moving away from the early
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fragmented projects that char-

been developed which cover

Interoperability tests are being

acterized the biometrics land-

issues such as protocols and

carried out by a host of organi-

scape during its infancy, work

coding, as well as application

zations including the National

has been going on behind the

standards which govern how

Institute of Standards and

scenes to drive a more concert-

a particular technology can be

Technology’s (NIST) Minutiae

ed effort at offering interop-

used for a certain application

Exchange Interoperability Test,

erable schemes. This includes

worldwide, such as travel func-

the University of Bologna’s

work carried out by the ICAO

tions or accessing entitlements.

Fingerprint Verification Comp-

and the EU as well as by the

etition and IRIS06. Such tests

International Organization for

Testing remains a vital part of

are helping the technology to

Standardization (ISO).

ensuring that biometric tech-

mature and are providing an

nologies can meet the demands

effective way for the industry to

of governments for secure eID.

benchmark its progress.

Global technical standards have
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Part 2 – International standards

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
S TA N D A R D S

documents, such as ePassports,
registered traveler programs,
Schengen European visas and
European eResidence permits,

Getting taxpayers to part with their hard-earned money to fund a

have been key to encouraging

major biometric scheme can be an uphill battle. First, they will need

the wide-scale use – and success

convincing that the scheme is needed; second, that it works. The latter

– of these schemes.

requires significant dedication to defining every detail of the scheme
– from the size and location of its key components to the technical
specifications governing its operation.

It’s

We can think of biometric
technology as a series of building blocks. At the bottom sit

well

established

that

nobody will really notice if a

costs that this sort of competi-

the technology standards, the

tive environment encourages.

foundation on which successful schemes can be built. Next

system is implemented correctly and works well. But if some-

As biometric technology has

are the application standards,

thing fails, such as biometric

become more mainstream, we

which govern how a particu-

verification taking too long and

have witnessed a sea change

lar technology can be used for

causing queues at border con-

from the early fragmented

a certain application world-

trol or benefits claimants being

schemes that were difficult

wide, such as travel functions

unable to access their entitle-

to replicate and scale up that

or accessing entitlements. The

ments, the whole system – and

characterized the sector dur-

level above contains the govern-

the standards governing it – will

ing its infancy. This has large-

ment-led recommendations and

be questioned. So it is essential

ly come about because of the

requirements. These ensure uni-

that every part of a biometric

vast amount of developmental

form biometric-based schemes

scheme works in exactly the

effort and resources that have

across certain geographical

same way, regardless of wheth-

been pumped into a number

zones or political departments,

er it is being used in a major

of international organizations

such as the Personal Identity

urban area or in a remote rural

to ensure the technology more

Verification (PIV)-based iden-

community. Furthermore, by

appropriately matches govern-

tifier in the US, eVisas incorpo-

ensuring standardization and

ment needs for more robust

rating biometrics in Europe or

interoperability more firms can

security.

biometric-based eID cards in
the Gulf Cooperation Council

get involved in developing and
implementing biometric tech-

Standardization work is the

(GCC) region. Underpinning

nology. This is a bonus for both

first milestone on the route to

all of these is testing, which

governments and businesses:

truly interoperable solutions.

ensures that technologies and

they can take advantage of the

For example, international pro-

devices really can talk to each

technological advances, value-

grams specifying standards and

other both nationally and –

added services and reduced

ensuring the interoperability of

increasingly – internationally.
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groups (WGs) have been estab-

W H AT I S P I V ?

lished:

Personal Identity Verification (PIV) is a program for verifying the identity of federal
employees and contractors. It was established as a result of Homeland Security
Presidential Directive (HSPD) 12.

 WG 1 – Harmonized biometric vocabulary;
 WG 2 – Biometric technical

A PIV card must contain four mandatory data elements:

interfaces;

 A Personal Identification Number (PIN);

 WG 3 – Biometric data inter-

 A Card Holder Unique ID (CHUID);
 PIV authentication data (one asymmetric key pair and corresponding
certificate);

face formats;
 WG 4 – Profiles for biometric

 Two biometric fingerprints.

applications;
 WG 5 – Biometric testing and

A PIV card may also contain:
 An asymmetric key pair and corresponding certificate for digital signatures;
 An asymmetric key pair and corresponding certificate for key management;
 Asymmetric or symmetric card authentication keys for supporting additional

reporting;
 WG 6 – Cross-jurisdictional
and societal aspects.

physical access applications;
 Symmetric key(s) associated with the card management system.

These working groups have
established a number of projects
and standards, including:

Work has been going on behind

under the umbrella of the ISO

the scenes in a concerted effort

and the IEC. The first of these

to establish interoperable bio-

– Joint Committee 1 (JTC 1)

metric schemes. This includes

– establishes IT standards and

 ISO 19784, which is a Biometric

projects by the International

it has a number of sub-commit-

Application Program Interface

Civil Aviation Organization

tees (SCs) relevant to the bio-

(BioAPI) specification;

(ICAO), the European Union

metrics industry.

 ISO 24713, which harmonizes
generic biometric systems;

 ISO 19785, which defines the

(EU) and the GCC, as well

Common Biometric Exchange

as work carried out by the

A host of biometric techni-

Framework Format (CBEFF);

International Organization for

cal standards governing issues

 ISO 19794, which defines the

Standardization (ISO).

such as protocols and cod-

Biometric Data Interchange

ing are now in operation or

Format;
 ISO 19795, covering biomet-

Technical standards

under

The ISO and the International

are being established through

Electrotechnical Commission

ISO Subcommittee 37 (SC 37),

 ISO 24708, which is a protocol

(IEC) oversee all activities

which was set up in 2002. This

for communication between a

related to international stan-

develops and obtains approval

system supporting a biometric

dardization. More than 230

for formal international bio-

device and a central repository

technical committees come

metric standards. Six working

of biometric data.

development.
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ISO 24713 harmonizes a generic
biometric system.

It includes

details of the individual components in a generic biometric system. It also describes the generic
functions of the biometric system and the relationship between
a biometric system and the application that uses that system.

 ISO 19794, part 3: Finger pattern spectral data;
 ISO 19794, part 4: Finger

ments for the operation of the
Biometric Registration Authority
within the Common Biometric
Exchange Formats Framework
(CBEFF).

The

Registration

metric operations in BioAPIconforming biometric service
providers (BSPs) across node

image data;
 ISO 19794, part 5: Face image

or process boundaries, and to
be notified of events originat-

data;
 ISO 19794, part 6: Iris image

ing in those remote BSPs. It also
specifies extensions to the archi-

data;
 ISO 19794, part 7: Signature/
sign time series data;

ISO 19785 specifies the require-

ing application to request bio-

 ISO 19794, part 8: Finger pattern skeletal data;
 ISO 19794, part 9: Vascular

tecture and the behavior of the
BioAPI framework that supports
the creation, processing, sending
and reception of BIP messages.
It is applicable to all distributed
applications of BioAPI.

image data;
 ISO 19794, part 10: Hand
geometry silhouette data.

Taking ISO into cards
In addition to the biometric

Authority is responsible for
assigning and publishing, via

ISO 19795 covers all aspects of

standards issued by ISO, certain

its website, unique biometric

biometric testing and report-

parts of the biometrics indus-

organization identifier values to

ing. It is broken down into four

try draw on smart cards stan-

organizations that own or are

parts:

dards, particularly those used
for national eID and employee

otherwise responsible for standardized or proprietary format

 ISO 19795, part 1: Evaluation

specifications for biometric data

of biometric systems in terms

blocks, biometric information

of error and throughput rates;

The standards of most interest

record security blocks and/or

 ISO 19795, part 2: Technology

here are produced by JTC1 SC–

CBEFF patron formats, and
to organizations that intend to
assign biometric product identifier values to their products.

and scenario evaluation;
 ISO 19795, part 3: Modalityspecific testing;

and

performance

testing.

SC–17 is divided into a number
of working groups (WGs). The
ones of interest to those involved

ISO 24708 is currently under
 ISO 19794, part 1: Biometric
data interchange formats;

minutiae data;

international standardization of
cards and personal ID.

10 parts:

 ISO 19794, part 2:

17, which is responsible for the

 ISO 19795, part 4: Interoperability

ISO 19794 is broken down into

identity applications.

Finger

in eID documents are:

development. It specifies the syntax, semantics and encodings of

 WG 1 – Physical character-

a set of messages (BIP messages)

istics and test methods for ID

that enable a BioAPI-conform-

cards;
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inter-industry

differences include the cod-

– machine-readable travel

commands and security attri-

ing format and the operation

documents;

butes;

of different collision-avoid-

 WG 4 – Integrated circuit
cards with contacts;
 WG 8 – Integrated circuit

 Electronic signals and answers

memory

cards and devices;

schemes

which

gov-

to reset for synchronous

ern how a system deals with

cards.

a situation when more than
one chip is in the vicinity of a

cards without contacts;
 WG 9 – Optical

ance

Another

standard

proving

reader requesting data.

popular in the eID documents

 WG 10 – Motor vehicle driv-

sector is ISO 14443, which

As more governments roll out

er license and related docu-

was first used mainly in the

multi-factor schemes involving

ments;

mass transit market but is now

biometrics and smart cards, it

 WG 11 – Application of bio-

applied to many contactless

is also worth considering the

metrics to cards and personal

eID applications, including

work of organizations such as

identification;

travel documents, and is used in

the Java Card Forum (JCF),

all ePassports throughout the

whose BioAPI defines the

world. This technology uses

industry standard for Java Card

an embedded microcontroller

implementations of Match-On-

ISO 7816 is the best-known

and a magnetic loop antenna

Card. The Java Card BioAPI

standard for smart cards and

that operates at a frequency of

consists of three interfaces to

applies to contact cards. It com-

13.56MHz. It contains four

support biometrics. Emulating

prises 10 parts:

parts:

the Java Card PIN API design,

 WG 15 – European Citizen
Card.

it includes the BioTemplate
 Physical characteristics;

 Physical characteristics;

interface for matching and

 Dimensions and location of

 Radio frequency power and

the OwnerBioTemplate inter-

the contacts;
 Electronic signals and transmission protocols;
 Inter-industry commands for

signal interface;
 Initialization and anti-colli-

face

for

enrollment.

The

SharedBioTemplate interface
extends the BioTemplate with

sion;
 Transmission protocol.

shareability so a client applet
can utilize a biometric enrolled

interchange;
 Numbering system and regis-

The standard actually specifies

by a separate biometric manager

tration procedure for applica-

two incompatible communi-

or server applet. Additionally,

tion identifiers;

cation signal interfaces – type

it contains a BioBuilder class,

 Inter-industry data elements;

A and type B. Although both

which is a factory for new

 Inter-industry commands for

chip types communicate at the

OwnerBioTemplate

same frequency, the power

and a BioException class which

needed to activate and read

provides exception types spe-

information is different. Other

cific to biometrics.

SCQL;
 Security-related inter-industry commands;
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Application dimension

decoder with sufficient general-

Readable Travel Documents

A sure sign of a technology’s

ity to decode compressed image

(TAG-MRTD)

maturity is when general tech-

data produced by any compliant

Document No 9303 (Doc9303).

nology standards are complete

encoder. To obtain certification,

and progress is being made on

a WSQ decoder must have the

The latest version of Doc9303

application standards. In the

ability to reconstruct images

contains three parts:

case of the biometrics industry,

using even and odd length filters

significant progress has been

and imbedded restart codes.

in

ICAO

 Part 1, 6th edition, covers
machine-readable passports

made on both fronts in recent
years, helping the technology to

Compliance with WSQ is deter-

(MRPs);

achieve prominence in both the

mined by comparing the out-

 Part 2 provides specifications

criminal justice and the citizen

put from the implementation

for machine-readable visas

card/ePassport markets.

under test with the output from

(MRVs);

a double-precision reference

 Part 3 provides specifications

Criminal justice

implementation developed at the

for the card formats of a range

In the criminal justice sector,

National Institute of Standards

of official travel identity docu-

systems based on Automated

and Technology (NIST).

ments such as ID cards.

Fingerprint

Identification

common. They incorporate

Delivering interoperable
solutions

live scan and algorithm com-

International organizations have

ponents

use

backed the use of biometrics at

multiple fingerprint combina-

border control and in other citi-

tions. However, they are highly

zen ID documents by endorsing

 Volume 2 – Specifications for

proprietary, which means that

various technologies which are

electronically-enabled pass-

governments require translation

set out in a series of standards

ports with biometric identifi-

software to combine AFIS-data

and specifications. For example,

cation capability, 2005;

sets with ICAO/ISO 19794 data

the ICAO has endorsed face and

sets.

fingerprint through the ICAO

Systems (AFIS) are the most

and

normally

Doc9303 Part 1 has three volumes covering ePassports:
 Volume 1 – MRPs with additional data space, 2005;

 Supplement – A supplement
to Doc9303 part 1, 6th edi-

9303 standard and the EU has

tion.

This was released in

A major part of an AFIS sys-

introduced technical specifica-

September 2007 as a final

tem is the Wavelet Scalar

tions for travel documents under

draft and clarifies guidance

Quantization (WSQ) Grayscale

regulation 2252/2004.

and specifications covered in
part 1.

Fingerprint Image Compression
Algorithm, which is the stan-

ICAO

dard for the exchange of fin-

The ICAO’s work on ePassports

Doc9303 Part 2 – MRVs

gerprint images. It defines a

has been set out by the Technical

The third edition of ICAO

class of encoders and a single

Advisory Group on Machine

Doc9303 Part 2 – machine-
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readable visas was published in

the travel document utilizing

specifications to enable biomet-

2005. However, much of this

a contactless integrated circuit

ric markers to be included on

document was agreed before

for additional data storage, and

travel documents under regula-

the decision was made to stan-

supporting biometric identifi-

tion 2252/2004. Less than three

dardize on contactless chips for

cation using facial recognition

months later, in February 2005,

data storage and facial images

optionally supported by finger-

it adopted the first phase of the

(optionally supported by finger

print and iris.

ePassport technical specifications. EU member states were

and/or iris images) for the bioIn its latest specifications, the

set an August 8 2006 deadline

ICAO has decided that facial

by which to include a facial

The working groups say that

recognition (optionally sup-

biometric image on ePassports.

a new edition of Part 2 will

ported by fingerprint and

And, on June 28 2006, the EC

be published once the New

iris) will be the only globally

adopted the second phase of the

Technologies Working Group

interoperable means of biomet-

technical specifications by call-

(NTWG) has finalized its pol-

ric identification.

ing for the use of fingerprints as

metric component.

a second biometric marker pro-

icy on storing and accessing
visa data. However, changes

In May 2005, final specifica-

tected by EAC in ePassports.

need to be made to the exist-

tions

Member states must comply

ing edition of Part 2 to make it

Access Control (BAC) were

clear that contactless integrated

agreed by the ICAO. These

circuits in visas are not permit-

defined the use of contactless

The EC has also issued security

ted and that data storage media

chips with biometric identifi-

specifications for a number of

and biometrics other than face

cation embedded in passport

other documents that are fre-

(optionally supported by fin-

booklets protected by BAC.

quently used at border controls.

for

ICAO/PKI/Basic

with this by June 28, 2009.

National ID cards are covered

ger and iris) are not globally
And in June 2006, the ICAO

in recommendation 14351/2005.

went a step further with ICAO/

This calls for chip-based cards

Doc9303 Part 3 –
Machine-readable official
travel documents

PKI/Extended Access Control

containing biometric data in an

(EAC), which defined higher

ID1 format.

The latest version of Part 3

EAC.

Visas and residence
permits

cial travel document (td1 and

EC perspective

Additional regulations include

td2), and has been drafted in

The European Commission

0269/2006, which covers the

two volumes. Of interest to

(EC) has also been developing

Schengen visa for foreigners

those involved with biometrics

standards and specifications

who stay in Europe for a maxi-

are the specifications for elec-

for biometrics. In December

mum of 90 days. This calls for

tronically-enabled versions of

2004, it introduced technical

a chip-less document sticker

interoperable.

levels of security protected by

covers the two sizes of offi-
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indicating the database where

The general trend for biometric

the most useful eID services by

the biometric data is stored.

technologies in the public sec-

defining a set of common speci-

Initially, there were plans for

tor is to use facial images with

fications that allow the recogni-

the visa document to include a

a reduced data size using com-

tion of different national eIDs

contactless chip containing the

pression formats such as with

by the participants and will also

person’s biometric. However,

WSQ, JPEG and JPEG 2000.

be accessible to other countries.

there were concerns that mul-

For fingerprint the trend is

The EC, 13 of the 27 EU

tiple chips (such as the ePass-

going in the opposite direction,

member

states

port chip and the visa chip)

with demand for high-quality

Belgium,

Estonia,

might clash. The sticker is secu-

images. For example, the US

Germany, Italy, Luxembourg,

rity printed and has a machine-

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Ne t h e r l a n d s ,

readable zone line. It should

(FBI) specifies the use of high-

Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the

conform to the ID2 format and

resolution

(mini-

UK), along with Iceland (party

will be stuck on a visa page of

mum 1,000dpi) for fingerprint

to the European Economic

a third country national’s pass-

data capture at borders. In

Area agreement with the EU)

port.

Germany, the Federal Office

will work together to enable

for Information Security (BSI)

different national eID schemes

Regulation 1030/2002 provides

has published technical guide-

to be recognized across national

standards for residence permit

lines specifying high-quality

borders. The project will estab-

cards for foreigners who stay

images with 18KB per finger-

lish a number of trans-border

in the EU for extended peri-

print, which is higher than that

pilot projects based on existing

ods of more than 90 days, such

specified by EU regulation

national systems.

as students, expatriate work-

2252/2004.

scanners

ers and tourists, and calls for

(Austria,
France,

Po r t u g a l ,

By getting systems to talk to

a chip-based card with bio-

Interoperability

each other, and enabling author-

metric data in ID1 format.

In another move, announced in

ities and citizens to use their

It is estimated that more

June 2008, the EC unveiled a

biometrics across even broader

than 17 million third-coun-

Large Scale Pilot (LSP) project

geographic territories, techni-

try nationals have the right to

aimed at ensuring cross-border

cal and application standards

reside in the EU. This regula-

recognition of national eID sys-

are helping drive competition

tion is designed to help govern-

tems in 13 member states.

among vendors. In turn, gov-

ments keep track of non EU-

ernments are realizing the many

nationals in order to identify

The LSP, known as Secure iden-

benefits that a scalable, secure

them and ensure they leave at

Tity acrOss boRders linKed

and future-proof biometric

the end of their agreed stay.

(STORK), is testing some of

system offers their citizens.
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TECHNOLOGIES –
THE BASICS

match one or many unknown
fingerprints against a database
of known and unidentified
prints. Unlike the fingerprint

There is a whole host of physical and behavioral characteristics that

technology used in ePassports

are unique to each individual and can be measured by biometric

and eID cards, this has typically

devices. Although some seem destined to remain in the Research &

been used by law enforcement

Development (R&D) phase for a long time to come, others are being
employed to verify and identify citizens for a range of applications.
In particular, technologies focusing on identifiers such as fingerprint,
face and iris are gaining a good track record for their security advan-

agencies for criminal identification purposes, although civil
AFIS applications are also now

tage of not being able to be borrowed, lost or stolen, and members of

in use for employee background

the public are becoming accustomed to being identified and verified

checks by both governments and

by them.

the private sector.

Physical biometrics

Fingerprint technology has also

AFIS technology incorporates

Unique physical identifiers

been gaining traction thanks to

live scan and algorithm compo-

used for biometric authentica-

its ability to be easily and cost-

nents and normally uses mul-

tion include face recognition,

effectively integrated into citi-

tiple fingerprint combinations.

fingerprints, hand geometry,

zen projects such as eID cards,

It is generally considered the

iris patterns, retina and vein

driver’s licenses and ePassports

most reliable method of locating

pattern.

as well as government projects

duplicates in databases of tens of

including the US Homeland

thousands to tens of millions of

Deployments using face rec-

Security Presidential Directive

records, and response times can

ognition technology continue

(HSPD)12. The technology,

range from minutes to hours.

to cover new ground in appli-

which uses optical or silicon

cations such as surveillance,

sensors or ultrasound, is also

Hand geometry’s share of the

ePassports and registered trav-

frequently being bundled with

biometrics market has been

eler programs. It can identify or

other hardware items. For exam-

falling year-on-year as other

verify an individual from a dig-

ple, leading PC hardware manu-

technologies

ital image or a video frame from

facturers now integrate finger-

According to research firm

a video source. A number of

print devices into some of their

Acuity Market Intelligence,

approaches to this technology

offerings as standard.

hand geometry accounted for

are provided by leading facial

have

matured.

7% of the biometrics market in

recognition technology ven-

Automated Fingerprint Iden-

2007, a share which is expect-

dors. These include eigenfaces,

tification Systems (AFIS) and

ed to fall to only 1% by 2015.

hidden markov model, dynamic

the US Integrated Automated

However, the technology, which

link matching and three-dimen-

Fingerprint Identification Sys-

has traditionally been consid-

sional face recognition.

tems (IAFIS) automatically

ered robust, continues to be
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widely deployed for access control and time and attendance
applications.

V E R I F I C AT I O N V S I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
Biometric systems can be used to verify the claimed identity of an individual in
a process known as 1:1 matching. This compares the individual with a template
already stored on a system. Systems can also be used to identify the individual’s

Iris recognition, which uses

biometric against a larger database or watch-list of individuals in a process known

pattern recognition techniques

as 1:n matching.

based on high-resolution images of the iris of an individual’s
eyes, is becoming increasingly

2015. Driven by deployments in

banking environment, where it

important for border control,

the banking sector, and by com-

authenticates transactions car-

where it is being applied to

mercial organizations for physi-

ried out by customers. It is also

Registered Traveler Programs

cal and logical access control

used for authenticating legal and

(RTPs) in countries such as

(for example, Bank of Tokyo in

insurance transactions.

the Netherlands, for both the

Japan uses the technology for

Privium and Saphire programs,

access control), vein pattern rec-

Although university research

and the UK where it is being

ognition requires a user’s hand

departments have been work-

used in the IRIS and miSENSE

to be placed on a scanner, before

ing on gait recognition – which

schemes.

a near-infrared light maps the

recognizes each person’s unique

location of the veins. The red

way of walking – for more than a

Although it is an extremely

blood cells present in the veins

decade, the technology remains

accurate biometric, retina tech-

absorb the rays and show up on

in its R&D phase.

nology has seen far fewer imple-

the map as black lines, whereas

mentations, largely because it is

the remaining hand structure

Keystroke dynamics is similar to

considered expensive, not very

shows up as white.

dynamic signature recognition

user friendly and highly inva-

in that it recognizes speed and

sive. However, it has seen use in

Behavioral biometrics

timing information every time

applications such as access con-

Behavioral biometrics include

a key on a computer keyboard

trol to nuclear power stations.

dynamic signatures, gait recog-

is pressed. These keystroke

nition, keystroke dynamics and

rhythms are then measured to

voice verification.

develop a unique biometric tem-

Vein pattern recognition, which
identifies the subcutaneous vein

plate of the user’s typing pattern

patterns in an individual’s hand

Dynamic signature recognition

for future authentication. Such

or finger, is gaining ground.

captures the distinct behavioral

technology is suited to IT secu-

According to Acuity Market

characteristics of an individu-

rity-related tasks, such as PC

Intelligence, it counted for

al’s signature including shape,

logon.

just 3% of the global biomet-

speed, stroke, pen pressure and

ric market in 2007 but its share

timing information. The tech-

Voice authentication is the

is expected to grow to 10% by

nology is used mainly in the

main commercially available
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behavioral biometric and detects
patterns such as voice pitch and
speaking style. This technology
is increasingly being applied in
call centers and banks where it

THRESHOLDING
Scores – also known as weights – are used to express the similarity between a
pattern and a biometric template. The higher the score, the higher the similarity
between the two. Access to a system is granted only if the score is higher than a
certain threshold.

provides an easy-to-use layer
of security. The voice authen-

F A L S E A C C E P TA N C E R AT E ( F A R )

tication market is set to grow

False acceptance refers to the acceptance of an imposter into a system being

from 5% of the total biometrics

protected by a biometric device. The FAR estimates the probability – expressed as

market in 2007 to 13% in 2015,

a percentage – of a device failing to reject an imposter.

according to Acuity Market
Intelligence.

F A L S E R E J E C T I O N R AT E ( F R R )
False rejection involves the rejection of a legitimate user from the system being
protected by a biometric device. The FRR estimates the probability – expressed as

Drivers and limitations

a percentage – of a device failing to accept a legitimate user.

The International Civil Aviation
Organization’s (ICAO) stan-

E Q U A L E R R O R R AT E ( E E R )

dards have had a major impact

The FAR and the FRR will eventually intersect. At this point, the FAR and the FRR

on the deployment of biomet-

will be identical, giving the Equal Error Rate (EER). The EER gives a threshold-

rics. Its initial requirements
for face – and later, fingerprint

independent performance measure. And the lower the EER, the better the system’s
performance.

– have driven decisions by governments around the world and
persuaded them to choose these

devices are not 100% accurate,

system that controls tax or voter

two measurements over other

their error rate settings can be

registration applications may not

types of biometric.

tweaked to provide levels of

need such stringent security mea-

security that match the applica-

sures. Consequently, it can be set

It is important to understand

tion they are protecting. A device

up to provide greater citizen con-

the limitations that any biomet-

protecting a highly secure gov-

venience and so have a high FAR

ric system may have, because

ernment building or airport, for

and a low FRR.

although progress continues

example, should be set up with a

to be made, nothing can be

high False Rejection Rate (FRR)

guaranteed to be 100% secure.

and a low False Acceptance Rate

However, a robust system that

(FAR) because it is preferable for

majors on good security will

a secure establishment to double

ensure that the money, time and

check an innocent person rath-

Storage of information in
the document: Image
versus templates –
Getting it right for
government

effort required to break into it is

er than to mistakenly admit a

When selecting a biometric, it is

not worth the potential reward.

potential terrorist. By contrast,

essential to consider questions

For example, although biometric

a government administrative

such as:
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 Who is going to use it?

ing 64KB or 72KB chips to cope

ric record. For example, under

 Where will people have to

with the data requirements of

ICAO specifications, face can be

enroll? For example, will they

face and fingerprint biometrics,

stored in image, JPEG or JPEG

be able to do it at a central

as well as the host of other infor-

2000 formats, while fingerprints

point, such as a police station

mation the documents contain.

can be stored as an image or a

or in their own home?

However, Germany is going

high-resolution image. To com-

 How easy is it to operate?

one step further and using an

plicate things further, AFIS sys-

 How much does it cost?

80KB microcontroller in its lat-

tems require a rolled fingerprint,

 Is it easily scalable?

est generation Extended Access

while ICAO systems require a

 Can it be easily integrated into

Control (EAC) passports.

flat fingerprint.

 How future-proof is it?

In the national ID arena, it is

Countries such as the US, Japan,

 Does it comply with any

a similar story. Portugal, for

Belgium and Australia have

standards or specifications for

example, is implementing 64KB

opted to store face biometrics

international use?

cards. It uses Match-on-Card

as JPEG images, while nations

 Where will images be stored?

biometric authentication in a

such as Thailand, Sweden,

For example, on a card or in a

standalone process which sees

Germany, Singapore and Hong

database.

the fingerprint that has just

Kong have chosen JPEG 2000.

been acquired matched against

Meanwhile,

When considering where the

stored data by the smart card

Singapore have opted for fin-

biometric image will be stored,

itself. It also uses PKI strong

gerprints to be stored as images,

decision makers should also take

authentication for eGovernment

while Germany has decided to

into account how the informa-

services, tax declarations and

use high-resolution fingerprint

tion will be stored, if it is stored

tax collection, and PKI-quali-

images requiring 16KB of mem-

on a card. Should it be a template

fied digital signature for secure

ory (See Fig. 1 on page 23).

or an image? This is important as

emails and any digital informa-

it will affect the card’s memory

tion such as documents and con-

requirements. For example, if a

tracts. Additionally, it acts as a

Secure document v AFIS
storage

government wishes to store facial

machine-readable travel docu-

There are two main schools of

images, a card will need a mini-

ment (MRTD) complying with

thought regarding the storage

mum storage capacity of 20KB

ICAO guidelines and as proof

of biometric data. In one camp

just for the biometric. However,

of ID with visual inspection.

sits the older AFIS technology,

other systems?

if they wish simply to store a

Thailand

and

where biometrics are stored

template of the face, the storage

Data formats available

centrally. In the other sits the

requirement will fall to 1.2KB.

Governments choosing biomet-

newer technology, often based

ric technology need to examine

on ICAO standards, which

Many countries rolling out

what formats they plan to use

requires

ePassports are now implement-

to store an individual’s biomet-

enabling citizens to hold their
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Minimum memory size required

FACE
Image of face

20KB

JPEG image of face

16KB

JPEG 2000 image of face

12KB

Template of face

1.2KB

FINGERPRINT
High-resolution image of fingerprint

16KB

Image of fingerprint

8KB

Template of fingerprint

0.3-0.7KB

IRIS
Image of iris

30KB

Template of iris

0.5KB

Fig. 1: Memory required for different biometrics

own biometric information on

A number of AFIS systems are

visa program. This will store all

a personal document, such as

in operation throughout the

10 fingers in a central data sys-

an ePassport.

world, including:

tem conforming with ICAO/
ISO 19794.

technology

 South Africa: 23 million civil

requires a fingerprint to be

AFIS data sets are stored cen-

Additionally, the US is moving

compared against others, it uses

trally, making this the larg-

from two-fingerprint storage to

a centralized storage approach.

est civil AFIS system in the

10-fingerprint storage this year,

And because of the potentially

world;

with three pilots currently tak-

Because

AFIS

huge databases involved, this

 US: 40 million criminal AFIS

ing place. Like the European

type of fingerprint matching is

data sets are stored centrally,

system, this will also conform

a large computational burden.

making this the largest crimi-

to ICAO/ISO 19794.

Generally, any AFIS-based

nal AFIS system in the world;

searches involve at least two

 US: 70 million civil ICAO/

In April 2008, the EU published

stages. In the first stage, the

ISO 19794 data sets are stored

its eResident Permit (eRP) rec-

global fingerprint characteris-

centrally for the US-VISIT

ommendation. This called for

tics are checked. In the second,

Program, making this the

the use of face and fingerprint

the minutiae of the fingerprint

largest civil ICAO database

data sets along with the ICAO/

are matched. Having searched

system in the world.

ISO data sets. Central storage of

the database, the system will

individuals’ personal and bio-

return the results, known as a

The European Union (EU) is

metric data will be carried out in

score, with a numerical measure

also planning to introduce an

each EU state, and the UK will

of the probability of a match.

AFIS system for its Schengen

be the first EU state to comply
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with this request when it starts

that contactless ICs should act

(15KB-plus) required. However,

issuing eRPs in 2009.

as the data storage medium for

by choosing this approach, the

ePassports, putting citizens in

ICAO has closed the door to

One of the challenges of AFIS-

charge of their biometric image.

any biometric schemes based on

based systems is that they are all

It opted for contactless ICs con-

fingerprint minutiae, because

highly proprietary, resulting in

forming to the ISO/IEC 14443

when its standards were planned

governments needing translation

(proximity – within 0 to 10cm)

none existed for this feature. Its

software to combine their AFIS

standard over contactless ICs

plans have now become a real-

data sets with those of ICAO/

conforming to ISO/IEC 15693

ity and all ePassports issued in

ISO 19794.

(vicinity – within 10cm to 1m)

more than 40 countries include a

standards because the latter was

contactless IC.

The localized storage approach

not capable of supporting the

is favored by groups such as the

storage/transfer to the reader

Other reasons for choosing

ICAO, which decided in 2003

of the large volumes of data

ISO/IEC 14443 were:

e PA S S P O R T A U T H E N T I C AT I O N A N D A C C E S S C O N T R O L
CONCEPTS EXPLAINED
ACTIVE AUTHENTICATION (AA)
Designed to prevent cloning, this mechanism is based on public key cryptography and digital signatures. It works to ensure that
genuine chips have not been substituted by false ones and that the document has not been copied.
BASIC ACCESS CONTROL (BAC)
A mechanism to prevent skimming and eavesdropping, BAC ensures only authorized individuals can access the personal information
stored on the chip of an ePassport. This is based on triple DES recommendations, and uses data such as the passport number and
expiration date as well as the holder’s date of birth to create a session key, which is used to encrypt the communication between
the ePassport chip and the reader. Data used to encrypt BAC communication is stored electronically in the document’s machinereadable zone (MRZ). Access to this zone requires the ePassport booklet to be opened and the MRZ to be read. Therefore it is
assumed that only those who the document holder has permitted to read the passport have access to it.
EXTENDED ACCESS CONTROL (EAC)
Designed to combat biometric privacy risks, EAC gives conditional access rights to biometric fingerprint data stored in the latest
generation of ePassports. It is based on a symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic scheme. According to the ICAO’s overview of
EAC in the EU, the EU EAC consists of two advanced security mechanisms: Chip Authentication, which provides strong session
encryption and enables the inspection system to verify that the chip is genuine; and Terminal Authentication, which enables the
chip to verify the inspection system is entitled to access sensitive data.
PASSIVE AUTHENTICATION (PA)
A process designed to combat data alteration. In this process, data is signed with a digital signature. Although this does not prevent
1:1 copying or chip exchange, it does provide proof that both the Logical Data Structure (LDS) and the Document Certificate are
authenticated and not modified in any way.
(in alphabetical order)
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 The RF band defined in the
standard is available worldwide, thereby avoiding any
proprietary issues;
 It is versatile enough to oper-

EAC IN ACTION
EAC involves two main stages: chip authentication and terminal authentication.
During chip authentication the document from country ‘A’ is presented to a border
official in country ‘B’; as a prerequisite, both countries have agreed to recognize
each other’s inspection system certificates. Both the microprocessor in the

ate at both staffed border

document and the reader have a public and a private key. A PKI challenge/response

inspection points and self-ser-

protocol is then exchanged. If the microprocessor in the document is able to use

vice points;

the session key, it ‘knows’ that the system can be trusted.

 Even in 2003/2004, when decisions were first made, there
was a growing availability of
readers able to read contactless ICs conforming to ISO/

In the terminal authentication stage, the terminal must possess an authentic key
pair that has been digitally signed and certified by an issuing authority. Once this
has been established by the document’s microprocessor, a secure message session
is begun for sharing the holder’s data and thus verifying the holder’s identity. These
key exchanges ensure the privacy and security of the data exchange.

IEC 14443;
 The durability of the ICs was
already proven because 100

biometric images and tem-

certain areas such as child care

million contactless ICs con-

plates within the LDS;

and social work, adoption and

 Contactless ICs conforming

fostering, bank, casino and lot-

to ISO/IEC 14443 are usu-

tery work, public transport and

 The ISO standard contains

ally incorporated into ID-1

security.

anti-collision procedures that

(credit card-sized) documents,

overcome problems associated

so there would be no impedi-

Whereas forensic AFIS systems

with reading multiple docu-

ment to their use in TD-1 size

for criminal booking and back-

ments within the active range

MRTDs.

ground checks require 10 rolled

forming to the standard were
in circulation;

of the machine reader;
 Contactless ICs conform-

prints, the newer civil AFIS

Criminal v civil AFIS

systems used for welfare and

ing to ISO/IEC 14443 and to

AFIS is the most commonly

healthcare require one, two or

the Biometrics Deployment

deployed biometric technology

four flat fingerprints. Civil AFIS

Technical Report have suf-

in the world. In fact, the FBI’s

is rapidly being adopted for ben-

ficient data storage to encode

IAFIS has more than 40 mil-

efits issuance and may also be

the Logical Data Structure

lion ten-print records. Although

used in large-scale national ID.

(LDS) using the random

AFIS technology has its roots in

It is already used in the US for

access method;

identifying criminals, it is now

the Department of Homeland

 Contactless ICs conform-

also being used for other pur-

Security’s (DHS) US-VISIT

ing to ISO/IEC 14443 and to

poses by government depart-

border entry and exit program.

the Biometrics Deployment

ments and large corporations

Technical Report have suf-

responsible for human resources

Performance of ePassports

ficient data storage to encode

or for licensing regulation in

A series of ePassport interoper-
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Calendar year
Number of ePassports
issued (million)
Number of states using ICAO specified biometrics

Face

Number of states using ICAO specified biometrics

EAC

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

<1

<5

35

55

tbd

1

6

31

40

tbd

1

2

3

tbd

2

2

tbd

1

18

9

tbd

6

31

37

tbd

1

1

1

tbd

Face and fingerprint
AA

1

BAC
PA

1

Fig. 2: Review of ICAO ePassport issuance

ability, performance, security

created by the program organ-

called for facial recognition

and readability tests have been

izers for the use of participating

(optionally supported by fin-

carried out internationally.

passport suppliers. The remain-

gerprint and iris) as the only

At the end of 2005, Singapore

ing sample passports used non-

globally interoperable means

hosted the ‘Interfest’ event,

standard datasets. Three of

of biometric identification. In

and in May 2006, it moved to

the 36 readers were either not

May 2005, final specifications

Berlin. The tests examined how

ICAO compliant (not able to

for ICAO/PKI/Basic Access

effectively and securely biomet-

read Orchid datasets), or not

Control (BAC) were agreed by

ric data stored on a contactless

compliant with the required

the ICAO. These defined the

IC embedded in an ePassport

test conditions.

use of contactless chips with

could be read by global verifi-

biometric identification embed-

cation systems. The objective of

Security mechanisms

ded in passport booklets pro-

the global ePassport tests was

More than 40 nations are now

tected by BAC (See Fig. 2).

to provide a forum to measure

issuing biometric-based ePass-

the performance of a many-to-

ports, and this number is set to

In June 2006, the ICAO went a

many cross-testing of ePass-

rise with emerging economies

step further with ICAO/PKI/

ports and readers. In Singapore,

such as India now participating.

EAC, which defined higher

124 sample passports produced

The degree of progress towards

levels of security protected by

by major international suppli-

ePassports varies from state to

EAC (see box 5). In Europe, so

ers were tested on 36 passport

state, with some countries now

far, only Germany’s ePassport

readers. A total of 85 sepa-

more than two years into ePass-

complies with the EAC security

rate industry and government

port deployment and already

framework, which will apply to

organizations were represented

beginning to roll out their sec-

all EU member states from June

overall. Of the 124 passports

ond generation of ePassports.

2009.

tained RFID devices personal-

The initial specifications for

Migration from passports to

ized using the Orchid dataset

ePassports set out by the ICAO

ePassports depends on the

tested, 41 sample passports con-
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with biometric data.

Germany have stored finger-

At present, the main security

print data in their ePassports.

scheme is ICAO/PKI/BAC

The most common use of

And onlyGerman ePassports

combined with biometric face

biometrics

a

complywith the new EAC secu-

data. However, a number of

frontal photo of the holder’s

rity framework, which will

countries are now moving to

face in the ePassport. Only

apply to all EU member states

ICAO/PKI/EAC

Thailand,

from June 2009.

combined

is

to

store

Singapore
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TECHNOLOGIES–
M AT C H I N G A N D
SECURITY

Answering such questions is
essential when planning to implement a biometric scheme. Get
it right, and you have a futureproof scheme that gives taxpay-

Biometric technologies are deployed for a host of reasons: to improve
security, to aid convenience, to increase throughput and to enable

ers improved security, greater
convenience and better access to

citizen empowerment. These drivers all need to be taken into account

services. Get it wrong, and trust

when considering how to store biometric data, who should have

in the program will disappear

access to it, how the presented image is matched against the stored

overnight. We only have to look

image and any additional security requirements. These are major

at what happened in the UK in

considerations that must be defined before starting a project to ensure

2007 – when two discs contain-

that system performance is optimized, taxpayers’ money is spent on

ing the personal details of 25

an economically viable solution and that the privacy of the individual
is recognized and protected.

Privacy

million people were lost in transit, threatening to derail plans for
a biometric-based eID card – to

considerations are

 Are there any scenarios where

paramount in designing and

the risk of using biometrics

implementing effective biometric

outweighs the benefits?

see how important it is to have
public confidence in a system.

ID systems. Any government

 Is the use of biometrics

planning to roll out a biometric-

compatible with personal and

Regardless of whether a scheme

based scheme first needs to

information privacy policies?

uses fingerprint, face, voice or

answer the following questions:

 Are procedures – and PR/

iris, all biometric technologies

communications tools – in

share a common process flow

place to ensure you keep

involving data acquisition, fea-

stakeholders well informed

ture extraction, enrolment and

and so avoid the charge

matching.

 Who should have access to
biometric data?
 Where should biometric data
be stored?
 Are there sufficient safeguards

that

you

are

creating

The matching process

a

surveillance society?

For a biometric system to iden-

to ensure the biometric is not

 Which biometrics will be

tify or verify an individual, he

used or stored in a way that

collected and how long will

or she must have previously

is likely to permit invasion of

they be stored?

been enrolled to the system and

 How can data be safely

the biometric template must be

 What is the potential for mis-

shared between government

stored somewhere, such as on a

use of biometrics and how can

departments to ensure a good

card or a database.

this be combated?

public service is delivered while

privacy and ‘function creep’?

 Are there any controls in place
and if so, how rigorous are they?

tackling potential criminal

Whether the template is stored

activities?

on a database or a card will be
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determined by what the application is designed for and the
target user. For example, if the
aim is to improve throughput

T W O - F A C T O R A U T H E N T I C AT I O N
At its most basic level, two-factor authentication combines something you have
(a smart card) with something you are (a biometric). This approach is regarded as
more secure than single-factor authentication because the chances of both factors

and convenience at an airport or

being compromised together is significantly less than where only one factor needs

in the workplace, it may be eas-

to be compromised. However, because there are several ways in which a smart

ier for a citizen simply to walk

card can be combined with a biometric, there is plenty of debate about what the

up to the reader, present his or

combination of the two technologies means in terms of two-factor authentication.

her finger (or other biometric),

For example, some argue that MOC is true two-factor authentication because the

and wait for their biometric to

first stage of authentication checks the presence of a valid smart card and reader

be matched against a template
already stored in a database.

while the second uses biometric matching to check the identity of the cardholder.
This means that if the first stage is compromised, the second stage will not be
because the original template will remain beyond the reach of a hacker.

This is a convenient method
that reduces the chance that an

With TOC, some argue that although this does rely on two factors of authentication,

individual will be denied access

they are in fact independent and so no stronger than two single-factor authentication

because he or she has forgotten

processes.

their PIN or card. However,
there are potential risks. For
example, if the citizen’s bio-

weak links in a security chain.

their employees, as well as by

metric is stored on a central

However, it has the risk that the

authorities authenticating citi-

database, who has access to that

cardholder may lose or forget

zens for social security entitle-

database? What security is there

his or her card. Furthermore,

ments. This method can be used

to stop a hacker from break-

this approach would not be suit-

for both biometric identification

ing into it and accessing pri-

able in applications where a gov-

and verification. It is particu-

vate files? How do citizens feel

ernment may wish to carry out

larly well suited to weeding out

about handing over their bio-

checks against a large database

individuals who may have previ-

metric data and having it stored

of individuals to see whether a

ously registered – or attempted

centrally?

citizen had already registered

to register – for government

for entitlements or had previ-

services using a different name.

If, instead, the biometric is

ously attempted to enter the

stored on a card, this has the

country under a different name

In this approach, biometric

obvious advantage of handing

and identity.

data is stored and matched on a

control of the biometric over

central server and indexed to a

to its owner and removes the

Match on System

cardholder-unique identifier for

uncertainty of matching via a

The Match-on-System (MOS)

matching against the live bio-

network-connected device, an

approach to biometrics has been

metric. This method is gradu-

external server or a database,

adopted by governments look-

ally being used for ePassports,

which could be considered

ing for a way of identifying

and will be common with the
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second generation of these doc-

environment. Because of this,

tinct routes: Template on Card

uments that include fingerprint

they are well suited to large-

(TOC), Match on Card (MOC)

technology.

scale projects such as national

or System on Card (SOC), with

ID schemes, for which they have

TOC offering the lowest level of

Smart cards and
biometrics

already been used in countries

security and costing the least,

as diverse as Portugal, Qatar,

and SOC the highest security

By storing an individual’s bio-

Bahrain and Thailand, as well as

and costing the most.

metric on a secure portable stor-

in major employee ID programs

age device such as a smart card,

such as that implemented by the

If a government chooses TOC,

governments put citizens in

US Department of State.

biometric data acquisition, fea-

control of their biometric data

ture extraction and matching is

through a method of two-factor

Together, the combination of

carried out on the reader side.

authentication (See Fig. 3).

biometric and smart card pro-

However, during enrolment, the

vides the advantage of mobility,

original template is stored on the

Smart card-based biometric

security and strong authentica-

smart card instead of the reader.

schemes enable the creation of

tion. However, even with this

During matching, the reader

highly scalable, distributed and

approach, there are various lev-

requests the original template to

transportable databases with

els of security and convenience.

be released from the smart card,

each biometric asset maintained

Biometric and smart card-based

which is then matched with the

in its own secure smart card

systems can take three dis-

query template. This has the
advantage of putting the citizen
in control of their biometric and

Project

MOS

MOC

reduces the chances of it being

ePassports with fingerprint (Singapore, Germany, Thailand)

√

Italy – national eID

√

Brunei – national eID

√

Oman – national eID

√

always a small possibility that

Hong Kong – national eID

√

the template received by the

UAE – national eID

√

reader is not from the original

Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris – Registered Traveler
Program (RTP)

√

enrolled person and has been

Heathrow Airport, London – RTP

√

tampered with by an imposter.

Inchion Airport, Seoul – RTP

√

Such cards require smaller Card

Narita Airport, Tokyo – RTP

√

Operating Systems (COS) than

7 US airports – RTP

√

Hong Kong Airport – RTP

√

hacked from a massive database
of templates. However, there is

cards used for MOC or SOC

Portugal – eGovernment services card

√

Thailand – national eID card

√

US – Department of State employee card

√

biometric matching.

If a government opts for MOC,
which is currently only available
for fingerprint technologies,

Fig. 3: MOS and MOC in action
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biometric data acquisition and
feature extraction are carried out

H O W M AT C H O N C A R D W O R K S

at the reader while the match-

ENROLMENT

ing is done inside the card. This

The cardholder enrolls one or more fingerprints using a fingerprint scanner. The

approach replaces the more tra-

fingerprint information is written to and stored on the tamper-proof smart card as

ditional PIN protection of smart
cards. During enrolment, the
original template is stored inside
the reader. When the citizen
needs to be verified by his or her

a template. At this point personal or confidential data, such as healthcare data or a
certificate, is also stored on the smart card.
SMART CARD READER
The device must be available at the location where a person is being issued a card
to establish identity, such as a driver’s license, building access and bank account
access. The smart card reader can be combined with the fingerprint reader.

biometric, the matching stage
comes into play. At this point,
the reader constructs the query
template, which is then sent to
the card for matching. The final
matching decision is computed inside the card itself, so the
entire original template is never

PRESENTATION
The individual’s smart card is placed in a reader and will then prompt them
to present a previously enrolled finger. At this time the system can also show
information about the person, depending on the application.
AUTHENTICATION
The cardholder places one of his/her enrolled fingers on the fingerprint scanner.
The live print is read and analyzed in a split second.
MATCH

released from the smart card.

If the fingerprint from the person and the fingerprint template on the card match,

This means that unlike TOC,

then the identity of the cardholder has been verified. Now the system can perform

MOC technology does not

the requested actions such as uploading healthcare data or signing an email using

reveal the entire original biomet-

a certificate. If the information does not match, the requested action is rejected,

ric template stored in the card.

and the true cardholder s credentials are protected from fraud or misuse.

Progress is being made with

 To provide measurements of

matching software submitted to

MOC technologies. In February

performance and interoper-

NIST in the form of a Software

2008, the Information Access

ability of core template encod-

Development Kit (SDK) library.

Division of the National Institute

ing and matching capabilities

The SDK must implement the

of Standards and Technology

to users, vendors and interest-

MINEX

(NIST) released the results of

ed parties;

available on the NIST website.

API

specification

the Minutiae Interoperability

 To establish compliance for

This involves, at a minimum,

Exchange Test (MINEX) II,

template encoders and match-

the submission of a SDK that

Performance of Fingerprint

ers for the US government’s

provides functionality to create

Match On Card Algorithms,

Personal Identity Verification

MINEX-compliant templates

which

(PIV) program.

based on individual fingerprint

involved

almost

40

images. Participants are encour-

companies. According to the
NIST the test program has two

The MINEX program evalu-

aged to also provide a template

mandates:

ates template encoding and

matching function.
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Upon completion of MINEX

Card operating requirements

If

the

testing, if the submitted SDK

Any scheme that uses MOC

a

contactless

meets the performance criteria

or SOC technology requires

requirements

defined by the NIST, it is con-

significant computing power;

more

sidered MINEX compliant and

in

SOC,

availability of power is crucial.

listed on the NIST website.

this requirement could make

The matching process will fail

the cost prohibitive since the

if the intensive computation’s

The final card-based approach,

card must contain a sensor

power demands are not met

SOC, requires the smart card

and a powerful processor in

or the reader cannot sustain

to incorporate everything: the

order to meet the computa-

enough power through induc-

entire biometric sensor, the

tional demands of biometric

tion to complete the compu-

processor and the algorithm.

processing.

tation. This will result in a

the

case

of

The entire process of biometric
data

acquisition,

MOC

system
smart
can

complicated

be

uses
card,
even

because

‘false reject’ caused by the

feature

With MOC, the requirements are

lack of power rather than the

extraction and matching is

still considerable, generally an

biometric

carried out in the card itself, and

8-bit, 5MHz CPU core, 5KB

operating system must also

both the original template and

RAM and 32KB EEPROM

act promptly to ensure no

the query template are computed

or better with a Java operating

time-out

in the card and do not leave it.

system.

rejections occur.
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D ATA C A P T U R E A N D
MANAGEMENT

stored for criminal data purposes. Some projects now coming onstream – such as the EU
Residence Permit Card – require

The number of ID documents that include a biometric element is

governments to manage much

growing year on year, with the technology being deployed in national

more data. This means that poli-

ID documents in countries such as Portugal, in driver’s licenses in

cies for handling and storing

Japan, in ePassports and registered traveler permits for cross-border
control points in the US and Europe, as well as employee cards worldwide.

this data must be implemented.

Photo vs image capture
One of the first processes that

The rollout of ePassports is

from several years of using the

governments using face recogni-

also being ramped up interna-

technology, they have limited

tion should consider is whether

tionally. In 2005, fewer than 10

knowledge of ISO 19794 for bio-

the face should be recorded as

countries had started issuing

metric data interchange formats,

a paper-based photograph or as

ePassports, but by the end of

and how it applies to civil face

a digital image. If a photograph

2006 that number had grown to

and fingerprint images and data

is taken and a paper print is

40, and by the close of 2007 it

management. A big difference

produced, there are extra steps,

had climbed even further.

that governments must be able

costs and potential challenges.

to deal with is that less than 1%

For example, the photo must be

The solid growth in deploy-

of the biometrics of a country’s

transferred to a population reg-

ment of the technology reflects

population’s is captured and

ister or the document itself, so a

the confidence that governments and other groups such as
the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) have in
its ability. But making a policy
decision to deploy a biometric

eRESIDENCE PERMIT CARD
The EU has adopted a new regulation requiring the introduction of a uniform
eResidence permit by all 27 member states. The harmonization is intended to
improve document security and make it easier to verify third-country nationals’
entitlement to residence.

technology is the easy part. For

The new permit is being rolled out over a two-year period and will include

a document to work – and to

two biometric identifiers – a facial image and two fingerprints. Data stored

have the backing of citizens –

on the chip integrated into the eResidence card will be encrypted and can

consideration must be given not

be transmitted either via the contacts on the chip surface or contactlessly.

only to how data is captured but
also to how it is managed over
the document’s lifetime. And,
although many governments
have vast experience of criminal

Scheduled for introduction from 2010, the eResidence permit could act as a
temporary or permanent entitlement to residence, or as a visa. It is estimated that
20 million people in the EU require such a permit. The new permit will replace
the labels stuck in passport documents which indicate visa expiry dates which no
longer meet increasing security demands.

face and AFIS systems built up
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government employee will have

digital photograph could be a

electronic comparison with the

to devote time to scanning it.

political hot potato if people

document holder at border con-

Furthermore, if the photograph

think their livelihoods will be

trols, the photograph must show

is not of a sufficiently high qual-

eroded.

the bearer in a frontal pose (full
face) rather than in a portrait

ity, it is not easy to correct it. In
turn, this may lead to a classic

Quality issues

style (looking over one shoul-

case of garbage in, garbage out,

What makes biometric-based ID

der). Additionally, a photograph

where poor quality data – in this

documents really special is their

must be: very recent; in color;

case face information – ends up

ability to authenticate something

taken against a light grey or

being used for any future bio-

that cannot be lent, borrowed,

cream background; free from

metric authentication, thereby

stolen, lost or even forgotten: bio-

shadows; taken with the subject’s

increasing the chances of a false

metric data belonging to a single

eyes open and clearly visible (no

match.

individual. But ID systems must

sunglasses, tinted glasses or hair

rely on image quality at both the

across the eyes) and with a neu-

Opting to use a digital image

initial image capture stage and

tral facial expression with closed

means the photo is taken with a

every time the document is used.

mouth; and taken of the full head

digital camera and sent directly

Clear guidelines need to be estab-

without any covering (except for

to a PC. Not only is this quicker,

lished so that those recording an

religious or medical reasons). It

it may also produce images that

individual’s biometric informa-

must also fit into a pre-defined

are superior to a photo print and

tion understand exactly what is

template.

can be enhanced using image

needed. This is a key require-

processing software. And if the

ment: if a good biometric image

According to a key research doc-

image is unacceptable because it

is captured, a system is less likely

ument from A Alessandroni of

fails to comply with composi-

to suffer from high false rejection

Centro Nazionale par Informatica

tion regulations – for example,

rates that could seriously hamper

nella Pubblica Amministrazione

the person is wearing a scarf or

the throughput of travelers and

(CNIPA), and R Cappelli, M

does not have a ‘neutral’ expres-

undermine the confidence they

Ferrara and D Maltoni of and

sion – this can be easily identi-

have in the system.

Bologna University, ‘Definitions

fied and a second shot taken
immediately.

of Fingerprint Scanner Image
High-quality, defect-free face

Quality

images are needed to maximize

Operational Quality’, “in large-

However, choosing whether to

both human and computer-

scale ID projects, a minimum

opt for digital or paper is both a

assisted recognition accuracy

quality level should be set. For

technology as well as a political

in the ePassport world. The

example, the FBI’s Image Quality

decision. A number of business-

ICAO’s guidelines for passport

Specification (IQS) for finger-

es make a sizeable profit from

photographs are very strict. As

print scanners defines ‘qual-

printed passport photo activi-

a precondition to digitizing the

ity’ as ‘fidelity’ in reproducing

ties, and a decision to go for a

photograph, and to enable full

the original fingerprint pattern.
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In totally automated systems
where images are stored but used

LIVENESS DETECTION

only for automated comparison,

Biometric systems may come under attack from spoofers using artificially created

or where only the template is

biometrics such as an image of a face or iris, lifted latent fingerprints, artificial

stored, quality may be defined

fingers or high-quality digital voice recordings.

as the scanner’s ability to acquire
images that maximize the accu-

In the case of fingerprints, liveness detection can include temperature sensing,
detection of pulsation, pulse oximetry or electrical conductivity.

racy of automated recognition
algorithms.”

For fingerprint data to be suc-

what is the back-up plan? For

cessfully captured during enrol-

example, should he or she be

Requirements for transfer
of biometric data

ment and subsequent verification,

given a second or third chance

Transferring biometric data to

government staff need training in

to be verified? Should a more

a central register or ID card

aspects of data capture, such as:

senior line manager be called

is relatively straightforward.

in? Should an additional form

However, it is something that

 Where should the citizen’s fin-

of identity – such as another

should not be overlooked,

ger be placed on the device?

biometric – or ID document

and

be demanded?

consider both the hardware

 How should the finger be
placed on the device? Does the

governments

should

and the software they require,

citizen need to roll their fin-

Additionally,

governments

as well as the procedures they

ger across the device or simply

must consider how much assis-

need to introduce to ensure

place it on the device? And do

tance a citizen may need to

a secure, easy and cost-efficient

they need to press heavily or

use the device successfully

process. The key here is to

lightly?

– and deploy staff according-

ensure end-to-end security

 How long does the finger need

ly. They should also examine

is achieved, because if there

to remain on the device to cap-

their requirements for ‘live-

is one weak link in the transfer

ture the fingerprint?

ness detection’ and implement

process, the whole system

a suitable system. Furthermore,

could be compromised. When

they should consider where to

transferring face images, data

locate the device to optimize

media may include photographic

its performance, taking into

paper prints and scanners,

account the varied needs of citi-

or cables and networks, or a

zens, from busy travelers seek-

CD ROM/USB memory stick.

ing swift transit to individuals

For fingerprint images, the

with disabilities who may have

options are cables and networks

difficulty reaching a traditional

or CD ROM/USB memory

countertop.

stick.

 How frequently should the
device be cleaned?
 How should the device be
cleaned?
 How many fingers need to be
enrolled and verified?
 Which fingers need to be
enrolled and verified?
 If the fingerprint reader fails
to recognize the citizen,
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Transfer of biometric data is an

ment has a policy of collecting

Two aspects of this process

important process that must be

the right thumb and forefinger

requiring careful consideration

covered by robust procedures

of each citizen, it can be cer-

are where and how a document

that offer high levels of security.

tain that these are the two fin-

will be issued. For example,

After all, it is pointless to invest

gers actually captured – and not

should you take a decentralized

millions of dollars in an ID sys-

the left thumb and forefinger.

or a centralized issuance route?

tem designed to improve secu-

In addition, a policy needs to

The decentralized method has

rity of a country’s most sensitive

be drawn up to deal with those

the advantages of enabling your

installations, if biometric data

individuals who do not have all

citizens to register their bio-

is not shipped with adequate

their fingers, so that they can be

metric details quickly and con-

care. First, a security framework

securely and easily enrolled.

veniently at a local office and it
will tie them in with their his-

should be established, identifying who has access to the data,

Document issuance

tory, which may be stored in a

how they have access to it, how

Turning a blank document into

municipal register. The disad-

the data should be transferred,

a usable personal document that

vantages are that it will require

and what levels of encryption

may be valid for up to 10 years

significant amounts of hardware

should be used for data stored

involves a personalization pro-

and enrolment equipment to be

on CD ROM or sent over a net-

cess that takes account of issues

deployed to numerous offices

work. We only have to look at

such as security, quality and

around the country, where many

the uproar in the UK over the

consistency of data.

staff will have to be trained in its
use, potentially leading to varia-

loss of a CD ROM containing
25 million child benefits records

The first stage of document

tions in quality of data captured.

and the consequent threat to

issuance involves the citizen’s

The benefits of the centralized

derail plans for a biometric

personal information – such as

method are that it is poten-

national ID card – to see how

biographical details, biometric

tially more cost-effective and

seriously the media and citizens

data and digital photo image

has fewer storage requirements,

take such security breaches.

– to be captured. During this

but its disadvantage is that it is

process, an individual will pres-

harder to link to an individual’s

Having established a security

ent his or her face, fingerprint or

history in their municipality.

framework, plans need to be

other biometric to the biometric

implemented to ensure the cor-

device.

Person verification

rect biometric data is captured.

Biometric-based ID documents

This means checking that the

Once the image is captured, it

enable officials to be certain

man called Joe Smith present-

will be encoded, compressed

that the individual standing

ing his right index figure to you

and stored either to a database

in front of them is the person

really is Joe Smith – not John

or to the chip inside the docu-

he or she claims to be. This is

Smythe. It also means ensuring

ment along with the citizen’s

where the beauty of biometrics

that if, for example, a govern-

other personal information.

really comes into play. Machines
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are generally much better than

preventing the hacking of a data

storage method will be driven

humans at recognizing a face.

store and the fraudulent usage

by questions such as:

And, unlike humans, they do

of an individual’s biometric

not get bored or tired after hours

data. This approach could help

 Is the system intended to per-

of staring at faces and compar-

combat citizens’ concerns about

form identification or verifica-

ing them with photographs in a

privacy.

tion?
 Are there any citizen concerns

document.
During verification, an individ-

about central or local storage?

Although biometric devices

ual will present his or her face

 What is the budget?

have improved significantly in

or fingerprint to the biometric

 How soon will the system

recent years, they can still not

device. This will capture their

need to be scaled up and how

be guaranteed to be 100% accu-

biometric in a similar process to

easy will this be?

rate. This means a government

enrolment and it will use com-

organization must consider

plex algorithms to match the

what level of inaccuracy it can

individual against a stored image

tolerate. The basic rule of thumb

or template.

 What is the biometric being
used to secure?

The amount of biometric data
that can be stored on a digital

is to implement a system where
the False Rejection Rate (FRR)

Systems using multiple bio-

document is a fairly simple

equals the False Acceptance

metrics can be set up so that,

matter of available real estate.

Rate (FAR). However, there are

for example, the use of the face

For example, which biometrics

clearly times when it is prudent

gives the user restricted access

are being captured? Are you

to have a high FRR and an FAR

to a government facility but the

storing them as a template or an

close to 0, such as for access con-

use of the face and fingerprint

image? What else will you be

trol in a sensitive government

give additional access rights.

storing on the digital document?

or nuclear installation. In other

This has the advantage of giv-

What memory size chip do you

applications, such as where tax

ing fast and convenient access to

intend to use? Governments

payers are dealing with a gov-

areas that are deemed to require

planning to store facial images

ernment agency, it may be more

a lower level of security, while

need a chip with a minimum

appropriate to have a slightly

providing additional backup in

storage space of 20KB for the

higher FAR than FRR, enabling

those areas requiring higher and

biometric

easy and convenient interaction.

more robust levels of security.

those aiming simply to store a

alone.

However,

template of the face would have
a data storage requirement of

template data in two or more

Data storage on digital
documents and/or
population register

data sets. This ensures that no

Consideration should also be

with that for standardized

single data store holds a complete

given to where the biometric

templates, is helping to increase

biometric template, thereby

data is stored. The choice of

memory storage requirements.

One method of storage is to
hold an individual’s biometric
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And governments frequently

This might include a policy for

accurate electronic audit trail is

want to store additional data

providing limited access to the

in place.

on the chip. As a result, the

rooms holding citizens’ person-

current requirement for digital

al details, which could be rein-

With the biometrics industry

documents is approximately

forced via biometric credential-

becoming mature, changes are

64KB, giving ample space to

ing. It could also involve a series

taking place. Technology and

store both face and fingerprint

of rules governing who has logi-

data sets are moving from pro-

biometrics along with PKI

cal access to the database/s host-

prietary systems that are not

digital signatures and a host

ing the information.

easily replicable to interoperable solutions that can be scaled

of applications such as access
to government services, proof

For example, an administrator

up and rolled out across a wide

of ID and machine-readable

might be permitted to access

geographic area. With techno-

travel

certain

an

logical improvements, govern-

individual’s data, such as their

ment requirements have also

address, with the use of a PIN

changed, and the quantity of

Where a biometric is stored on a

or

more

data that now needs to be stored

digital document, governments

sensitive

details,

is greater than ever. In turn, this

need to consider stock manage-

perhaps two fingerprints would

means that data management

ment, such as where blank doc-

be required. These procedures

efforts must be increased, and

uments should be stored, how

should be established on a

organizations that previously

many need to be kept in reserve

‘need to know’ basis. In other

had little in common must now

and what security is needed in

words,

communicate with each other.

storage locations. Governments

ployee working in a welfare

should also take into account

department may have access

For example, police offices need

whether a document is going

rights to information about

to liaise with immigration offic-

to be stored locally or central-

an

es as well as municipal offices.

ly and how it will be issued to

background

not

And because so many of today’s

applicants.

have access to details such

security challenges cut across

as

convictions.

international borders, these

Further procedures need to be

Additionally, there may be

groups must also communi-

implemented governing who

a requirement to track and

cate with organizations such as

has access to the data and how

log who has had access to the

INTERPOL over the handling

they are permitted to use it.

biometric data to ensure an

and management of data.

document

(MRTD)

functionality.

basic

parts

fingerprint.

For

personal

a

of

government

i nd iv idua l ’s
but

driving
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C A S E S T U DY – J A PA N ’ S e D R I V I N G L I C E N S E
Biometric technology has a role to play in a number of ID documents, with Japan using it in its eDriving licenses, which it
began issuing in 2006.
The license, which also uses ISO 14443B contactless technology, replaces the previous plain plastic card used by an estimated
80 million Japanese citizens. Approximately 20 million licenses are issued annually. The new format is designed to overcome
the problems of the previous document, which were often forged. It also aims to streamline administration, improve convenience and protect the privacy of the holder.
The license chip contains the same information as printed on the card, along with a photo of the cardholder and a digital
signature.
Japan’s National Police Agency (NPA) can use the cards to administer traffic citations. Officers issue about 7 million tickets
per year, so one aim of the eDriving license was to save them time. A further aim was to ensure officers remained honest, as
failure to report citations for people they know has been a well-publicized problem.
The move to introduce the new license began in 2003, when a working group made up of representatives from the Japanese
security industry and the NPA was established. The aim of the group – the Universal Traffic Management Society (UTMS) – was
to specify the complete system, comprising the electronic driver’s license, the mobile card reader and the police authentication card, including the PIN so police officers can authenticate themselves on the reader. Initially, work focused on ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC17, which has been in place since 1997.
In 2004, the NPA publicized the English version of its IC Driving License Cards specification on its homepage. Key features of
the specification are proximity cards conforming to the ID-1 (credit card) size, in compliance with ISO/IEC 1443 Type B, with a
memory capacity of 8KB. The card contains ISO/IEC 18013 data elements, surface-printed items in Japanese characters and
a photo of the document holder’s face, which is also stored electronically in JPEG2000 compression format along with other
data.
A complete switchover to the new document could be possible by 2013. Japan already renews plastic card documents every
three to five years, a move that has increased road safety. By the end of 2007 six prefectures had changed to the new standard,
including the largest, Tokyo.
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C A S E S T U DY – e I D AT W O R K I N O M A N
With a population of 2.9 million, the Sultanate of Oman has seen rapid economic and social development over the past
three decades. In October 2002, the sultanate and the Royal Omani Police (ROP) launched a project to introduce a national
smart card-based ID program for its citizens.
The core objectives were to modernize the National Registry System (NRS), simplify and speed up administrative processes,
provide Omani citizens and residents with better public services, promote the use of IT, improve homeland security and pave the
way for the introduction of more eGovernment services, such as driver’s license, border control and (for non-residents), a work
permit.
The first challenge was to build an NRS – a central population database containing data collected from multiple sources – and to
link it to twelve enrolment and issuance centers spread throughout the country.
Next, the ROP needed to select a technology versatile and open enough to allow for future upgrades, ensuring that the secure
eID document had a longer lifespan and eliminating the need to issue a new card every time a citizen’s personal data changed.
In addition, the technology supplier would have to be able to comply with an ambitious timescale that aimed to see the first
eID card issued in early 2004 with a nationwide rollout in the summer, a few months later. The ROP appointed Gemalto to provide
consultancy, project management and integration services as well as the software and the highly secure ID cards. The sultanate
has invested in a modern system that uses open Java Card technology to deliver a versatile eID solution that can easily accommodate future eGovernment applications.
Oman’s citizens and residents securely store their personal credentials on the cards, including name, address, digital photo and
fingerprints. The national ID card provides secure access to three main applications: identity, driver’s license and border control.
Oman’s national eID card program is the first smart card-based eGovernment system to be deployed in the Middle East.
The first phase of the eID program, that began in January 2004, has enabled more than 1.2 million Omani citizens and residents to
benefit from a secure and convenient means of identification that stores personal credentials. The eID cards also include biometric
recognition that allows verification by portable terminals and automatic electronic validation, for example, at airport immigration
checkpoints.
Using the new NRS, authorities can now register details for each Omani citizen and resident in a single centralized database. Data
is collected in real-time in 12 regional offices where each resident can be issued with their ID document in under 30 minutes.
In September 2006, Oman announced it had decided to implement the second phase of the country’s national eID program. During
this phase, Gemalto was appointed to update the current existing NRS and upgrade eID cards to enable Oman to provide faster and
more secure public services to its population. The program involves more than 2.5 million secure national ID cards.
This is only the start of the ambitious eOman initiative. It outlines the strategy for improving the delivery of public services and
puts Oman in the front line of eGovernment development.
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C A S E S T U DY – T H E P O R T U G U E S E C I T I Z E N C A R D
In April 2005, Portugal’s Prime Minister José Socrates announced government plans to launch an eID Citizen Card – Cartão
do Cidadão – containing biometric data, with the aims of simplifying administration and modernizing the country’s public
services as well as providing a new, highly secure identity document.
Portugal has been at the forefront of eGovernment projects and an early adopter of new technologies with the delivery of the
national ePassport in July 2006 and the launch in 2007 of an integrated citizens’ portal, Portal do Cidadão, a joint project
involving 20 public and private groups and designed to improve citizens’ eAccess.
The main goal of issuing an eID card, which is mandatory for all citizens aged over six years and includes an electronic signature for those aged over 16 years, was to revolutionize the way in which Portuguese citizens interact with the government. The
card, which replaces five different physical ID documents – civil identification, taxation, voting, social security and healthcare
– enables individuals to identify themselves both remotely and in front of officials. The secondary goal was for the card to be
used as a brand new tool for electronic signature and authentication, to encourage use of electronic transactions and reassure
citizens about their safety.
For the Portuguese National Printing Office, the Imprensa Nacional Casa déa Moeda (INCM), it was an opportunity to further
enhance its unique expertise gained from its handling of the ePassport project and to reinforce the company’s experience in
eGovernment projects.
The Portuguese government selected a secure identification document based on identification, authentication and signature
(IAS) specifications – the first card of its type to be issued in Europe. The eID document incorporating a smart card, which is
the size of a standard credit card, will be the official ID document for Portuguese citizens. It will enable them to communicate
with government administrative agencies (ministries of the Interior, Finance, Health and Justice) securely, quickly and simply.
The aim is to provide all Portuguese citizens with these high-ends cards including a built-in biometrics feature (fingerprint) as
their national ID document by the end of the decade. More than 10 million cards are expected to be rolled out over the next
five years, and by the end of 2008, 75% of citizens will have their citizen eID card.
To identify and authenticate themselves, cardholders put the card in a reader before entering a secret PIN known only to them.
The card then generates a digital signature for secure declarations and eAdministrative procedures. This application provides
the required cryptographic means for secure access to the eGovernment services citizens’ portal. It permits multi-channel identity authentication – face-to-face, via the Internet or by telephone with a one-time password generated by the card – permitting
the citizen to identify him or herself electronically and getting rid of the need for an electronic signature. As the Portuguese
constitution forbids the creation of a single central database for citizens, several identifiers – civil ID number, social security
number, tax number, healthcare user number – can be found on both the front and back of the card.
In 2006, the INCM selected Gemalto as the main contractor to provide the Sealys eID solution for the national eID card, including
the secure operating system, the personalization system (Coesys Issuance), as well as the applications, the middleware and the
associated helpdesk services, in association with Zetes Burótica, the Portuguese subsidiary of Belgian Zetes Industries.
Because of the visual detail required on the identity cards, high-security printing techniques were used on the body of the card
itself to enhance the physical security of the document.
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The initial pilot phase started on February 14, 2007 in the Azores region, with 75% of the rollout expected to have been
completed by the end of 2008 and more than 2 million cards issued annually. Numerous public services are available online
and procedures that once would had taken hours, such as obtaining civil records/birth certificates and making a claim for social
security, now take a matter of seconds.
The Citizen Card is a new tool for electronic signature and authentication which encourages the use of electronic transactions
and gives citizens peace of mind in the digital age.
The card lifecycle management system used in Portugal’s eID card provides support for different types of biometric and
different types of supplier.

PORTUGAL - THE OBJECTIVE
The aim of Portugal’s eGovernment project is to transform its public sector into an integrated and collaborative
customer-oriented entity, thereby putting the country at the forefront of delivering high-quality services to its
citizens and businesses. Citizens will soon realize the many benefits of being able to easily and quickly access these
multichannel services 24/7, which should in time lead to international recognition of the high quality of Portuguese
public services provision and also strengthen national pride.

Efficient infrastructure and equipment:
A strong government portals architecture allied to the national plan for eGovernment is up and running. It includes:
 A citizens’ portal;
 A government portal;
 A cultural portal;
 A portal for local administrative services;
 A portal for autonomous regions;
 A portal for public procurement;
 A ‘citizen shop’ that works throughout the entire country;
 Broadband access in all schools;
 A national library network to open up access to knowledge.
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C A S E S T U DY – S I N G A P O R E I N T R O D U C E S I T S F I R S T
e PA S S P O R T S
Singapore is well known as a country of innovation and business. The island nation’s population of 4.4 million enjoy the
benefits of a strong economy and travel widely, with more than 2.8 million holding passports.
Its Immigration & Checkpoints Authority was seeking a cost-effective and highly secure global solution that would integrate the
highest standards, protect its citizens against terrorist entry and combat passport forgery. The project timeline was intensive
as Singapore wanted to carry out extensive tests in advance of the US Visa Waiver Program (VWP) compliance deadline of 26
October, 2006 to ensure that the system was sufficiently robust before it went live.
Singapore’s immigration authority is one of the first in the world to implement a biometric system for secure immigration clearance at border checkpoints. As part of the nation’s efforts to enhance the integrity and security of the Singaporean passport
and comply with the VWP, its Immigration & Checkpoints Authority launched the Singapore Biometric Passport Project with a
call for tender on November 5, 2004.
The project was awarded to a consortium led by NEC Solutions Asia Pacific in March 2005. The team included SNP Security
Printing Pte Ltd as the local passport booklet manufacturer, local application developer NCS Pte Ltd and Gemalto. Singapore
selected a highly secure passport with a durable polycarbonate data page. The secure document microprocessor contains
the passport holder’s biometric information, such as facial and fingerprint details. Gemalto’s contactless chip technology was
embedded in the new biometric passport.
In 2006, Singapore’s new ePassports went live, making it the first country in the world to issue these travel documents with
fingerprint datasets. A phased introduction began in April 2006, and on August 15, 2006, it started rolling out its ePassports to
the population. It takes only three working days to obtain a new biometric passport and around 250,000 are expected to be
issued annually.
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C A S E S T U DY – T H E e PA S S P O R T AT W O R K I N S W E D E N
Sweden is a country well known for adopting the latest technology. Even before the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) made its recommendations for electronic passports, the Swedish authorities were looking at how to:
 Improve security and help Swedish citizens travel more freely worldwide;
 Offer Swedish citizens the best passport and national ID card on the market;
 Provide citizens with better services and make application procedures as easy and as secure as possible.
Not only did the Swedish National Police Board have to introduce a new biometric passport for a large number of citizens, but
it also had to create a totally new and highly demanding information processing system. At the same time, it decided to issue
Swedish citizens with secure electronic ID cards.
The Swedish authorities selected Gemalto’s information processing system for the personalization of biometric passports, eID
cards and security assessment services.
The ePassport itself is a polycarbonate-based data page including a microchip with biometric identifiers. The personalization
system for issuing biometric emergency passports has been deployed on a while-you-wait basis, so any citizen can apply for
a standard biometric passport, even at the airport. This concept was developed to help Swedish citizens who forget to take
their passport with them when traveling.
Gemalto’s ePassports are compliant with ICAO and EU specifications. The company is also supplying Sweden with biometric
national eID cards, which contain two microchips – one similar to the biometric passport for traveling within the Schengen
countries, the other for identification, such as when accessing electronic services. The new passports and the eID cards store
each holder’s personal data in the microchips alongside their digitally formatted facial image.
The Swedish ePassports’ security is maximized by the combination of polycarbonate and laser engraving, which enables the
inclusion of several visual security elements.
In October 2005, Sweden became one of the first countries to deploy passports and national eID cards embedded with a
microchip, that are compliant with ICAO and EU regulations, which are the world’s most demanding security requirements with
protection of privacy for citizens. Sweden plans to issue 800,000 ePassports a year.
The same infrastructure and procedures were used for the national ID card and the ePassport. This has led to significant
financial savings in terms of equipment, processes, systems and even staff training.
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C A S E S T U DY – U S D E PA R T M E N T O F S TAT E
Password administration is a costly business. Many organizations are turning to biometrics as a means of maintaining
security while reducing costs. For example, the US Department of State saves US $7.5 million every year by eliminating
password administration. Instead, employees log on to their computers using fingerprint recognition. By 2010, close to
50,000 employees at US embassies and consulates worldwide will use Match-on-Card technology.
Background information
In 2003, the PKI office of the US Department of State recognized the need to tie Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to strong
authentication to support its OpenNet sensitive but unclassified (SBU) network. The Department of State looked at a number of
different solutions including biometric technology, which was evaluated by biometric consultancy experts.
Fingerprint was the technology of choice since sensitive and classified areas could not have recording devices such as audio
recorders and cameras installed, technologies that voice or face recognition would make use of. As the State Department
wanted to combine biometrics and smart cards, it selected Match-on-Card technology.
The State Department needs to ensure security across a range of IT functions including desktop computer access, encryption, and digital signing, such as signing emails or documents – an area where it needs to make sure that the right person is
accessing and signing these documents and files.
The Government Paperwork Elimination Act requires all official documents to be digitally signed. Statistics from the State
Department’s helpdesk supported independent password management studies showing that approximately 30% of all helpdesk requests concerned passwords.
It seemed likely that this situation would only get worse as password cracking schemes improved, meaning that users
would have to remember ever longer and more complex passwords, such as those mandated by the Federal Desktop Core
Configuration (FDCC)* regulations. Additionally, different password composition rules on multiple servers can lead to inconsistent passwords across systems and increase the number that need to be remembered and maintained, something that also
applies to username rules.
During 2004, presidential directive Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-12** introduced the requirement to issue
smart cards and biometrics to all federal government employees and contractors. It states that all federal agencies are required
to implement PKI with biometrics. A PKI combines technological, organizational, legal and security systems and makes it possible for enterprises to protect communications and business transactions online.
Challenges
The challenge for the State Department was to increase the overall security of the system and replace the complex password
administration. It was also important to cut the cost and disruption caused by misplaced and forgotten computer passwords
and related issues.
How does it work?
The employees log on to computers by inserting personal smart government ID card badges containing their fingerprint
information into a fingerprint reader. When cardholders place their finger on the reader, the fingerprint information is matched
against the stored information inside the cards.
This method allows employees to more easily log on to several network applications at the same time, in a process known
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as single sign-on, eliminating the need for passwords and the risk of passwords being lost, forgotten or stolen. The network
access rights and PKI are physically bound to a specific individual. With Precise Match-on-Card®, the matching of the fingerprint takes place securely in the card’s chip, and the fingerprint template can never be extracted from the card.
A deployment team from the State Department’s head office is working to install the biometric PKI solution in all embassies
and consulates worldwide. Since 2005, one location a month has been equipped with fingerprint technology. Under the current
schedule, 1,000 users per month are being added to the system.
The Solution
With help from the partner Safenet (formerly Datakey), Precise Biometrics’ Precise Match-on-Card solution was integrated with
the State Department’s pre-existing PKI, providing employees around the world with secure network access. The introduction
of Match-on-Card adds the necessary user proof of identity and ensures that only an authorized person accesses files and
systems. This is vital in government departments where information is sensitive and security requirements are often high, such
as in the State Department.
Results
Users are now able to log on as well as sign and encrypt emails and files conveniently and quickly, rather than having to spend
time handling complex passwords. And as return-on-investment calculations from the State Department show that approximately 30% of all helpdesk requests concerned passwords, this solution helps cut administration and associated costs.
The financial benefits of replacing passwords come primarily from a reduction in the support resources required to maintain a
password-based authentication system. Helpdesk calls and local system administrator support dealing with password resets,
account unlocking, forgotten passwords and account expiration resets are eliminated.
By replacing passwords with fingerprints and smart cards, the State Department saves US$7.5 million every year on reduced
password administration and helpdesk support.
What does the future hold?
By 2010, the project will be completely rolled out and the US Department of State will have more than 50,000 employees
equipped with cards containing fingerprint information.
With the new FDCC regulations* imposing even stricter and more complicated password management rules on US government
employees, fingerprint recognition and smart card solutions will become an attractive alternative for secure, convenient and
cost-efficient logical access.

* http://nvd.nist.gov/fdcc/index.cfm
** http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy2005/m05-24.pdf

Sources:
“Cost/Benefit Comparison for PKI/BLADE with Password-based Authentication” Courtesy of US Department of State
“Password deleted - Biometrics login will replace user names and passwords”
US Department of State internal newsletter. Authors: Barbara Kuehn and Joseph Braceland
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CONCLUSION
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